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The physical quantities nowadays are widely measured by using electronic sensors.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are low-cost, low-power electronic devices capa-
ble of collecting data using their onboard sensors. Some wireless sensor nodes are
equipped with actuators, providing the possibility to change the state of the physical
world. The ability to change the state of a physical system means that WSNs can be
used in control and automation applications. This research focuses on appropriate
system design for four different wireless measurement and control cases. The ﬁrst
case provides a hardware and software solution for camera integration to a wire-
less sensor node. The images are captured and processed inside the sensor node
using low power computational techniques. In the second application, two different
wireless sensor networks function in cooperation to overcome seeding problems in
agricultural machinery. The third case focuses on indoor deployment of the wireless
sensor nodes into an area of urban crisis, where the nodes supply localization infor-
mation to friendly assets such as soldiers, ﬁreﬁghters and medical personnel. The
last application focuses on a feasibility study for energy harvesting from asphalt
surfaces in the form of heat.
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Publication IV: “Feasibility Study on Solar Energy Harvesting from As-
phalt Surface in Cold Climate Region”
Heat ﬂux measurements were obtained by placing a sensor under the asphalt. Cap-
tured data was timestamped, compared and analyzed together with solar power that
reaches the earth directly. In addition to those, temperatures at different depths of
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data acquisition over wireless network. The author has analyzed the acquired data,
then constructed a physical model theory that explains the energy transfer between
sun, ground surface and the deeper layers of the soil.

1 INTRODUCTION
This section brieﬂy provides background information and introduces the research
work and novelty covered within the context of this thesis.
1.1 Background Information
During the last two decades, there has been great advancements in wireless sen-
sor network technologies. As deﬁned in Diamond and Ceruti (2007) the concept
of wireless sensor systems originates from the descendants of wireless ad hoc net-
works used in military monitoring and communication systems. Following devel-
opments started to cover wireless automation as well. This includes the internet
of things (IoT) devices as well as larger platforms. In industrial automation there
are many cases where the cabling is not possible due to rotating machinery parts
or where the mobility is crucial. Certain agricultural applications also require mo-
bility and distributed data acquisition. It is obvious that wireless network devices
help reducing the implementation costs compared to cabled systems. On the other
hand, in military applications low cost is not the primary factor but time and mo-
bility is extremely valuable instead. Emergency situations such as urban violence
or kidnapping cases require the ease of deployment and shorter installation time
as emphasized in Virrankoski (2013). Wireless automation devices in this context,
offer optimal solutions for variety of applications.
Referring to Akyildiz et al. (2002) a wireless sensor node is equipped with radio
a communication interface, a processor or in most cases a microcontroller, one or
more sensors and a power source. There is an important trade off between the func-
tionality of the node and the power consumption. Some applications require ex-
tremely low power usage whereas some applications are more demanding of com-
putational power. There are cases where the wireless sensor nodes could charge
their batteries using natural sources like solar power. In order to address this trade
off, many hardware developers prefer to offer a generic wireless sensor platform
for integration stage, and later designs result in a customized application speciﬁc
device.
The advancements in the industrial automation require proper collection of data and
sharing. Data sharing does not necessarily cover only sharing between individuals
but it also includes machine to machine communication. Wireless sensor networks
provide methods to collect data about the environment such as temperature, motion,
speed, humidity, luminosity etc. and are also capable of changing the physical states
in the environment. In machine to machine communication, as deﬁned in Jung et
al. (2013), wireless sensor platforms are not solely responsible of collecting and
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transferring the data, but they are usually responsible also of making important
decisions in real time. During the progress of this research work, many physical
quantities were measured and analyzed. The work consists of solutions such as
collection of timestamped data, implementing distributed computation techniques,
overcoming cable installation costs and implementation of wireless networks where
cabling was not possible.
Applications represented in this thesis solve multiple problems that would either
be very difﬁcult to address due to implementation methods, or impossible to put in
practice without using wireless sensor networks.
1.2 Practical Applications
Wireless sensor networks in present day are quite advanced and are widely used in
conjunction with the IoT technologies. Regarding to Gomes et al. (2019), over the
development years, variety of communication protocols and synchronization mech-
anisms have been developed for more efﬁcient power utilization. The complexity of
those protocols along with the importance of the critical applications such as tacti-
cal WSNs requires protection against cyber attacks referring to Thulasiraman et al.
(2019).
Furthermore about security, in future it is highly possible that electronic commerce
will rely on IoT technologies and wireless sensor networks. Cryptocurrencies are
expected to replace banknotes and metal coins thus the adaptation of WSNs to e-
commerce becomes necessary. Practical challenges deﬁned in Makhdoom et al.
(2019) need to be addressed and security measures need be standardized.
As of 2019, the development of the WSNs focus on network security, cloud com-
puting, protection against cyber attacks, IoT privacy. Those issues are all related to
higher layers of the OSI model, which means that the development of the hardware
is not rapid nowadays. Back in 2000s the WSNs were mainly developed with sim-
pler communication protocols while the main focus was on hardware side such as
physical size, battery types and charging possibilities.
In present day, wireless sensor networks have proven their importance in many dif-
ferent areas such as smart grids, health monitoring systems, military, transportation,
agriculture and more.
In this part, the realized wireless sensor applications during the author’s research
period are introduced.
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1.2.1 UWASA Node and Additional Vision Capabilities
As described in Yig˘itler et al. (2010), the development of the ﬁrst version of UWASA
Node wireless sensor platform was started in University of Vaasa, Communications
and System Engineering department in 2009. The extensions for this platform and
additional capabilities were discussed and addressed already during the develop-
ment period. One of those planned extensions was a camera integration.
The author’s speciﬁc work related to this development was to integrate a camera to
this wireless device. One of the biggest challenges has been the lack of computing
power. After theoretical studies the limitations were clariﬁed and prototypes were
started to be built.
Figure 1. The proposed vision hardware extension for UWASA Node.
Another great challenge was the selection of the vision sensor and the image quality.
An appropriate camera was not easy to choose during the time of the research. The
hardware interface between the node and the camera was speciﬁc for the camera
board and could not be replaced without changing the hardware interface. The
camera had to be small and had to provide interface with sufﬁcient documentation
to receive images.
UWASA Node was later developed into second version and was used in multiple
industrial, agricultural and military applications that some of those are not covered
within the context of this thesis.
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1.2.2 Agricultural Application in Seed Drill Machines
One important application of UWASA Node has been the agricultural use in seed
drill machines. An industrial company expressed their need for wireless monitoring
system to measure the seed drop rates in their machinery. When the tractor operates
in humid ﬁelds it is possible that mud gets stuck into one or more pipes. This
prevents germination in some of the rows. If the driver would be informed about
the problem, or could see the seed ﬂow rates in real time, it would be possible to
take action as soon as the failure occurs.
Figure 2. Some rows are not germinated because of the problems occurred during
the seeding.
The offered solution was using light based sensors, monitored by a small and low
power wireless sensor platform called SURFbutton. SURFbutton was then bridged
with a UWASA Node that acts as a gateway for data collection. Taking into con-
sideration that a standard seed drill machine has 24 different seeding channels, the
cost and the installation complexity would be very high using traditional cabled
based methods. Furthermore it would be impossible to lay cables along rotating
machinery parts.
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1.2.3 Urban Crisis Usage
Within the context of Wireless Sensor Systems in Indoor Situtaion Modeling II
(WISMII) project, UWASA Nodes were used for device-free human localization
services. In case of an indoor urban crisis or an emergency situation, it is very
important for the government units to locate where the people are inside the build-
ing. The proposed solution has been that wireless nodes were deployed by a mobile
robot at certain locations inside the building, and the received signal strength indi-
cator (RSSI) between each node to every other node was used for localizing. The
author and Tobias Glocker who was also a researcher in University of Vaasa have
been implementing the node distribution mechanism. Another group of researchers
have been working on localization algorithms based on RSSI. Both the hardware
and software has been integrated on a mobile robot. This application also addresses
a research gap where the solution could be ﬁlled by the usage of wireless sensor
networks.
1.2.4 Energy Research Application
In 2013, the development of Aldere wireless sensor platform was started by the
author. Two different commercial models were produced. Both models use the same
radio interface and the same network protocol. One of the models called ”Emin” is
mainly built for such applications where the power requirements are not strict and
the continuous power resource is present. Another smaller model is designed in a
smaller form to be used in simple and very low power applications. Both models
run an embedded operating system called ”FreeRTOS”.
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Figure 3. Both types of Aldere Platforms. The model on the left called ”Emin”
contains multiple physical interfaces. Shown on the right side, ”Bee”
model contains only few on-board sensors and interfaces.
During summer days the sunlight is so strong that it causes the temperatures on
the asphalt surface to rise dramatically. Vaasa Energy Institute (VEI) has been re-
searching possibilities to harvest thermal energy from the asphalt surface. For this
purpose, the research group has decided to measure the solar power using a pyra-
nometer. Although the solar power can directly be measured by pyranometer, the
next question was how much of that energy is absorbed by the ground. In order to
answer that, a heat ﬂux plate was installed under the asphalt surface to compare and
analyze the heat ﬂow along with the solar power strength. The chosen location has
been the parking yard behind the Fabriikki building of University of Vaasa.
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Figure 4. The sensor is placed just below the asphalt layer.
Figure 5. The heat ﬂux sensor is connected to Aldere Wireless Sensor Platform
which is located inside the box.
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Figure 6. The wireless sensor platform is connected to the sensor. The device
reads the date from the sensor and transmits to the gateway platform.
Figure 7. The gateway node is located inside the University. It collects and logs
the data into an embedded Linux PC.
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Figure 8. Network structure of the heat ﬂux measurement system using wireless
sensor platforms.
One of the Aldere wireless sensor platforms was placed outdoors to read the heat
ﬂux data, and the other one was placed indoors, acting as a gateway for data collec-
tion and storage. All the collected data has been timestamped and stored for further
analysis.
After the design requirements are clariﬁed the circuit is modeled on the PC.
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Figure 9. After the hardware requirements are portrayed, the electronic
components were selected and modeled on computer. Component
choice and placement plays a key role in low noise PCB design.
After the hardware design is completed, the productions ﬁles are generated and
forwarded to production company.
Although the embedded software at this point is not used at all, the hardware de-
sign must strictly be done with the capabilities of embedded software in mind. In
other words, the hardware should impose no unnecessary restrictions to software.
For example, in case there would be a hardware fault in microcontroller program-
ming interface, or in radio interface, there is no possibility to ﬁx this problem from
software part.
The software should also be well structured and the software architecture was de-
signed as generic and ﬂexible. Low level software relies on the stability of widely
used FreeRTOS. As deﬁned in Zagan et al. (2019), the operating system allows the
tasks to be prioritized so that in case the microcontroller is busy with any event,
it can store the unﬁnished task and do the more important task immediately. For
example if there is some data coming from the radio and needs to be handled fast,
the microcontroller can pause its current job and switch to higher priority task. All
those events could be done within a millisecond.
The author’s contribution to the research covered in this thesis is not only limited
to device design and production. The application software and necessary external
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hardware additions as well as computer simulations and data analysis were per-
formed in all individual research works.
In this chapter the deﬁnitions of each research problem and requirements were intro-
duced. The purpose of the camera integration to sensor node and proposed hardware
solution is deﬁned. In agricultural application, the problems related to the seeding
machines is represented and a monitoring solution using wireless sensor networks
is described. For military applications, the localization method by using distributed
wireless sensors is described. Finally for energy research the wireless sensors are
used for data collection and transmission where laying cables is not possible.
All those wireless applications introduced above will be explained and discussed in
the following sections.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
During the doctoral studies the author has been working on various improvements
related to wireless sensor networks. Every research work has been a unique design
from the hardware point of view.
Firstly, the camera integration to a wireless sensor network used to be a very recent
concept during the time of development. The commercially available embedded
cameras were not advanced and were not suitable for wireless usage. Additionally
the development of the protocols for wireless sensor networks focused mainly on
low power usage and network coordination.
The author has developed a new hardware architecture for adding vision capabilities
to UWASA Node. The design includes an SRAM and a FIFO chip for image cap-
turing and fast image processing using limited computational power. Those image
processing algorithms were based on already existing methods like monochrome
image transformation and edge detection. The standard C library and the API of
the microcontroller did not allow the usage of math library. However, the author
has integrated the Babylonian square root method for fast computation, creating a
unique algorithm that demands very low computational power. The solution has
provided satisfactory results. Moreover the transmission size of the image was dra-
matically reduced by transmitting only the coordinates of interesting pixels instead
of the entire picture.
In seed ﬂow monitoring case, the author and the research team has designed a new
automation system for agricultural use. The proposed architecture consists of data
capturing from the seed drill implement and transmitting to the tractor for moni-
toring. Two different wireless sensor types are used. First one, the SURFbutton
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is located only on the implement side, while the UWASA Node is located in both
tractor side and the seed drill implement side. SURFbuttons were responsible for
capturing the events for each falling seed. The captured data was then passed on an-
other SURFbutton mounted on a UWASA Node, and ﬁnally the results were moni-
tor inside the tractor.
The author has performed numerical analysis on seed falling events. By study-
ing the possibilities for successful detection, the research team decided to use light
based method. Although much of the work has been engineering and technical
work, the novelty has been the statistical analysis and system design. During the
time of the research there were no commercially available solutions, so in that con-
text the design has been pioneering research work.
In third research case, the wireless sensor networks are mainly responsible for lo-
calization services in urban crisis such as kidnapping, ﬁre or terrorist activities. The
localization services are then used for building the common operational picture for
all friendly assets. The author has implemented the software for node distribution
mechanism and the integration of this subsystem to the common operational picture.
After working on several research projects, the author has designed a new wire-
less sensor platform. This platform was created in response to the shortages of
the existing solutions. The research work related to energy harvesting application
necessitated long range transmission and high precision measurements so the new
platform met the demands. Data collection required on-site setup and transmission
to a PC for post-analysis. During the new wireless sensor platform design process,
the author has designed unique packet format and high layer data exchange protocol
for both the wireless medium and peripheral communication like UART.
After the data collection system was setup, the solar power and heat ﬂux has been
monitored together for over a year. Data analysis were then performed in mathe-
matical software. The energy coming from sun was analyzed together with a heat
ﬂux measurements obtained from the asphalt surface. The relation between the so-
lar power and the absorbed heat was modeled and explained on concrete results.
The properties of the soil was extracted from European Environment Agency EEA
(2012) and the effect of solar power was analyzed even further; together with the
temperature measurements in deeper layers of the soil. This entire model helped the
research team to discover how much energy is absorbed and how it is transferred
between the surface and deeper layers. The team has also measured the radiative
losses during night times. By combining those results, the team has successfully
estimated how much solar power could be harvested from the asphalt layer.
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2 WIRELESS SENSORNETWORKS IN AUTOMA-
TION
In this section the general overview of the wireless sensor networks and structure of
wireless sensor platforms will be represented. The hardware and software architec-
ture as well as network protocols and real-time operating systems will be discussed.
2.1 Overview of Wireless Sensor Networks
Wireless sensor nodes are typically small-scale devices that exchange data over
wireless medium and external peripheral interfaces. These devices operate on low
power to extend the battery lifetime as much as possible. Wireless sensor networks
are able to monitor the physical quantities such as temperature, humidity, light,
pressure, sound, vibrations, movements in a co-operative way.
Batteries are the primary source of energy for wireless sensor nodes. Depending on
the design, there could be additional energy scavenging systems for battery charging
such as solar panels or any other vibration or motion based subsystems. In order to
keep operational for a longer lifetime, wireless nodes in a network wake up for a
short time of communication and then go to sleep mode to save power as described
in Akyildiz et al. (2002). These rules depend on the application requirements and
communication protocol. For example, a room temperature measuring sensor node
might use very low power during the sleep mode and wake up once in an hour
to transmit its last reading but a temperature sensor that monitors an engine block
would need to wake up, measure and transmit more often.
Figure 10. Architecture of a typical wireless sensor network. Wikipedia (2018).
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The number of nodes in a wireless network may vary from 2 up to tens or even
hundreds. At least one of those nodes is responsible for data collection and it is
usually called gateway node or sink node.
The spatial density of the nodes in a network depends on the communication range.
UWASA Node uses 2.4 GHz ISM band and the communication range is approxi-
mately 120 meters outdoors. Aldere nodes use 868 MHz European ISM band and
have a communication range is approximately 1 kilometers outdoors.
Usually the most lightweight operating systems are used inside the wireless sensors.
Examples to those include TinyOS and Contiki operating systems.
2.2 Real Time Operating Systems
An operating system is a computer program responsible for fundamental functions
of the computer and provides background services to other running applications.
On personal computers the operating systems gets the mouse and keyboard inputs,
provides services for web browsing, ﬁle operations. In other words, it optimizes
the allocations and scheduling of computation resources for applications. To the
user, all those applications seem to work seamlessly at the same time but in fact the
processor handles the tasks one at a time. The task switching happens so rapidly
that the user is not able to perceive the scheduling. This is called multitasking.
Figure 11. Task scheduling in real time embedded operating systems.
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The difference between an ordinary operating system and a real time operating sys-
tem is that, Real Time Operating System (RTOS) guarantees that a certain event
will be handled within a strictly deﬁned time. As expressed in Zagan et al. (2019),
RTOS achieves deterministic thread execution by assigning priorities to tasks. Em-
bedded systems usually have real time requirements thus implementation of RTOS
is necessary for tasks like network synchronization or any other time critical tasks.
Figure 12. Task states and task switching in FreeRTOS. FreeRTOS (2018).
A task can be in one of the four states:
• Running State: At a given time, when a task is actually being executed it is in
the Running state.
• Ready State: A task is in the Ready state if another task with a same or higher
priority is being executed.
• Blocked State: A task is in Blocked state if it is waiting for a certain time
delay or an external event.
• Suspended State: Tasks which are Suspended do not have a timeout and will
not be utilized in processor scheduling unless explicitly commanded to re-
sume.
In the research covered by this thesis, both the UWASA Node and Aldere wireless
sensor platform uses FreeRTOS as a real time operating system. For network op-
erations the tasks stay in blocked state until a radio interrupt occurs or timeout is
reached.
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One important aspect of having an operating system is the ability to use queues and
semaphores to synchronize tasks and ensure that resources are handled appropri-
ately. For example, if the radio resources are currently used by a task, no other task
should intervene its operation. So the semaphores are needed to prevent possible
conﬂicts. In case a resource is busy, the queues of the operating system will al-
low the programmer to put everything in order. Below is an example of the radio
package handling in Aldere sensor node.
if(xQueueReceive(radio_receiver_queue,
&radio_receiver_message, portMAX_DELAY) == pdPASS){
if(radio_receiver_message == RX_START){
xSemaphoreTake(radio_semaphore, portMAX_DELAY);
// Allow some time to receive the whole frame.
vTaskDelay(1); // Arbitrary
frame_ptr = receive_frame_emin();
// First byte of the received frame is the status,
// next is length, and next is the first data byte.
switch ((unsigned char) *(frame_ptr+2)){
...
case 0x68:
temp=(unsigned char) *(frame_ptr+3);
sendTempMeasToPC(temp);
break;
...
default:
break;
}
xSemaphoreGive(radio_semaphore);
}
}
In this example it can be seen that the reception of the packages happens with queu-
ing system and utilization of the semaphores. Although not very obvious in this
particular example, the transmission of the temperature measurement to PC also
utilizes queuing system. In case other tasks are currently sending, this operation
would wait for them to ﬁnish.
2.3 Communication Protocols
Communication protocols deﬁne the rules on how the devices exchange the data.
For low layer network operations the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is used. This standard
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is very common in low layer protocol stack and the hardware components have
built-in support for it.
On top of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, additional upper layer communication pro-
tocol is deﬁned by the author. Aldere uses its own communication protocol for
upper layer of network operations. Same protocol is also used for communication
between the wireless sensor platform and the PC.
Table 1. Communication Protocol for Aldere Wireless Sensor Platform.
Byte Number 0 1 2 3 ... 127
Data Package 0x50 length data data ... chcsum
Command Package 0x50 length cmdID val(opt) ... chcsum
The ﬁrst byte of the package is always hexadecimal 0x50 which corresponds to
letter ’P’ in ASCII table. The next byte indicates the number of remaining bytes in
the package. There is two types of packages. Data package or command package.
Data packages are intended for transmitting big amounts of data such as text or
a series of measurements. Command packages are designed for handling speciﬁc
events such as turning on a led, setting the motor speed, sending acknowledgments,
reading sensor data. For example, a node can send a servo motor position command
to set the motor rotational position to a certain value.
2.4 Hardware Design Considerations
The hardware design is one of the most exhaustive aspects of embedded engineer-
ing. Selection of components, schematic design, component placement and routing,
power calculations and noise considerations are key objectives during the design
process.
2.4.1 Design Objectives
The objectives of the hardware design has been efﬁcient power usage, smaller form
factor, high computational power, long range communication, security, more exter-
nal interfaces, real-time operation, and the ability for modiﬁcations.
There are already existing solutions on the market but none of those devices were
able to meet application speciﬁc requirements. Those devices are mostly for stu-
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dents, hobby users and testers. At some point, a commercially available candidate
device was considered for usage, but it had a very small form, had very low power
usage but it lacked computational power. Moreover it had only 50 meters reliable
communication range and offered only few pins for external additions. Thus the so-
lution had to be rejected since it did not meet application demands. Another device
had good range but lacked high computation power and operating system. Lack of
an operating system and low computational power imposes serious limitations on
real-time automation.
32-bit microcontrollers were used in both the UWASA Node and Aldere Wireless
Sensor Platform and both runs an operating system. UWASA Node lacked long
range while Aldere had communication range up to 1 km.
There are many possibilities like using a Raspberry Pi and an additional radio mod-
ule. Solutions similar to those have high power usage, huge form and lacks security.
In professional applications, these solutions do not offer good security and reliabil-
ity. Most of those designs have open source hardware and software and are not
suitable for certiﬁcation and commercial usage. Some software licenses force all
commercial applications to open source their own work.
2.4.2 Efﬁcient Power Usage
Power considerations must be evaluated during the hardware design together with
the capabilities offered by the software. The interrupt circuitry should be designed
carefully for most efﬁcient power usage. Hardware interrupts play the key role in
software operation because those interrupts cause the processor to wake up. The
software handles the hardware triggered interrupts as higher priority than the tasks.
Task scheduling in software determines the power consumed by the processor. Soft-
ware can also set the transmission power levels, activate or deactivate the radio
block, switch the power usage of sensors and other peripherals.
2.4.3 Noise elimination
Elimination of the noise is extremely important for longer distance communication
because the signal strength is not the only factor for assessing radio link’s quality.
The term Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is used to determine the quality of a radio
link.
If the noise level becomes very low, the transmit signal strength can also be kept
in low levels. When both the noise and the signal levels are low, still a good SNR
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can be achieved. This allows a longer operation lifetime by using less power and
saving more battery. Another beneﬁt of having lower level noise and using lower
level transmission power is that our systems would have less interference to other
networks.
In order to keep the noise in minimum levels, four separate grounds were used
in Aldere wireless sensor platform. In lumped parameter model circuit analysis,
having different grounds on a same device has no meaning. But since wireless
devices operate on high frequencies, the design approach for distributed parameter
model is applied. In Aldere radio logic design, those four separate grounds were
isolated from each other by placing 0 Ω resistors in between.
Figure 13. Four different grounds were connected to each other via 0 Ω resistors.
Those four grounds were used for crystal, analog radio, antenna and the rest of other
components. During component placement and routing phase these 0 Ω resistors
were placed close to the outer edge of the board.
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Figure 14. In order to keep the noise in minimum levels, the 0 Ω resistors were
placed near the board edge.
Symmetry in component placement, simplicity and electromagnetic isolation pro-
vides better SNR. In Figure 14 the component A1 corresponds to antenna location.
All the radio circuitry and crystal were placed in the same area having as small dis-
tance as possible. Keeping some components in more distant locations would cause
the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) routes to behave similar to a microstrip antenna.
Routing is a tedious process and usually requires relocation of some components. It
is also important to know beforehand the technological capabilities of the produc-
tion company. All those issues together with software design are somehow corre-
lated with each other and designer should iterate several times over the design to
avoid faulty or noisy production.
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3 APPLICATION CHALLENGES AND REQUIRE-
MENTS
This section discusses the challenged issues and limitations for each research cov-
ered in this thesis.
3.1 Wireless Vision Sensor Capability
Integration of camera to UWASA Node has been challenging task due to the vision
sensor limitations and the lack of conﬁguration options. The work has started in
2010 and the commercially available vision sensor technology during that time was
not as advanced as today.
The vision sensor was limited only to 352 x 288 resolution. Although for embed-
ded devices the computation power and the memory is limited, the author has added
additional Random Access Memory (RAM) and First-In-First-Out (FIFO) chips for
image storage. The sensor behavior in dark environments was not satisfactory and
posed certain limitations regardless of the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) mecha-
nism.
One other tedious problem was that the output from the camera module always
contained unstable data at the beginning of a frame. This problem is mentioned in
the camera module manual and the only way to discover the correct start byte was
to use a debugger and sequence based detection mechanism in software.
The output of the vision sensor was provided from 32 different pins that represent
16 bits for RGB color and another 16 bits for control inputs and synchronization
signals. Having too many connections resulted in a more complicated circuitry for
the beneﬁt of faster parallel reading.
The internal memory of the microcontroller unit was not enough for storage of a
single picture so additional RAM chips were used. Still the memory was only lim-
ited to store a single image and in case some ﬁltering would be applied, the original
image needed to be overwritten and lost. Applying the image ﬁltering algorithms
required square root operation of 6 digit numbers. Although this operation can be
done easily by calculators or PCs, the C code library of the microcontroller did not
support such mathematical operation. To overcome this problem, the author ap-
plied an ancient and iterative and fast method called Babylonian square root which
is explained in Dellajustina et al. (2014).
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3.2 Seed Drill Case
In seed drill case, the funding company provided a part of the machinery to the re-
search group. The block contained a seed chamber, rotating part and a pipe through
which the seeds make their way into the soil.
After the research group has set up the rotation rates based on real values, it was
found out that the rotating part of the machine does not always drop a single seed
in a uniform manner. When two seeds fall simultaneously, the light sensor gener-
ated a single but slightly greater amplitude signal as an output. The sensor reading
was based on a threshold triggered events (comparator interrupt) and those events
were counted. The challenge was not solved because there was no way to differ-
entiate between a normal signal and slightly higher amplitude signal while using a
comparator.
The research group has repeated many experiments. The dropped seeds were counted
by hand and compared to the count provided by the wireless sensor installation. It
was concluded that simultaneous drops can be neglected because it rarely happened.
Figure 15. Detection of simultaneous seed dropping by applying peak detection
algorithms.
There has also been experiment cases where the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)
kept measuring the signal output continuously. In case of an overlapping seeds it
was possible to apply Fourier analysis and other peak detection methods to obtain
more precise results as represented in Figure 15. In real life application keeping the
ADC module always operational is not the best solution because the ADC periph-
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eral consumes high power so it was better to rely on triggered interrupts.
3.3 Localization Services Case
In case of an urban crisis such as hostage rescue situations, urban combat or indoor
ﬁre it is very important to plan the operation and to be ready to execute the operation
as soon as possible. This sort of emergency events are very reliant on time limits.
The author contributions in this part of the research covers the deployment of the
wireless sensor nodes by using a mobile robot.
Figure 16. Mobile robot that deploys the wireless sensor nodes.
The robot shown in Figure 16 deploys the wireless nodes via the extension between
the tank treads. The robot is remote controlled and it has on-board laser mapping
module to construct the map of the interior structures such as walls and doors. Since
the robot is not only responsible for node distribution, the path followed by the robot
was not the optimal one for localization services.
The node deployment is triggered manually over the network. When a node is de-
ployed, its location is marked on the Common Operational Picture (COP). However
the location of the deployed nodes in real time does not offer the best solution for
localization algorithms.
Another challenge during the installation has been the battery operations due to cold
weather. Lithium batteries of the UWASA Node failed to operate in temperatures
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close to 0◦C. Hand warmers for outdoors camping was wrapped around the batteries
during the testing period.
3.4 Heat Flux Measurements
The heat ﬂux measurements along with the pyranometer data were logged for al-
most a period of 2 years. In case of a battery depletion or some software interrup-
tion, maintenance of the system during the whole research period was not immedi-
ately possible. This resulted in missing data for certain time periods.
Another challenge was the proper quantization of the measurements. The heat ﬂux
plate is a passive sensor and it has only two output pins generating a tiny amount
of voltage depending on the heat ﬂows through it. Although the sensor is precise
and gives accurate measurements, the sampling resolution of the on-board ADC
of the Aldere wireless sensor platform needed improvement. For this purpose the
researchers decided to add a separate ADC module connected to Aldere node via
Inter Integrated Circuit (I2C) interface. This modiﬁcation has led to much more
accurate measurements.
Figure 17. Heat ﬂow measurements before ADC modiﬁcation.
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Figure 18. Heat ﬂow measurements after ADC modiﬁcation.
In Figure 17 and Figure 18 above, the accuracy of the sampling resolutions can be
compared. This hardware extension allowed the research results to be more precise
and reliable.
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4 IMPLEMENTATION AND DESIGN METHODS
In this section detailed explanations are provided about how each research case was
implemented, what methods were used and how the theoretical ideas were applied
to real life.
4.1 Camera Integration to Wireless Sensor Node
The methods used during this research can be divided into two parts. Hardware de-
sign and the development of software algorithms. Building the hardware part con-
sisted of engineering a completely new design from scratch. However, the greatest
novelty of this part of research has been in the image processing algorithms.
There are of course plenty amounts of effective algorithms for image processing and
those algorithms can be found in open source libraries such as OpenCV computer
vision library. However, in UWASA Node the computation possibilities are very
limited. For example, the software is based on C codes. In PCs the C compilers
come with fundamental libraries such as math library. These functions were not
available in UWASA Node. When an algorithm required utilization of a square root
operation, it was not possible to apply it directly. The author has developed new
algorithms for image processing by using simpliﬁed calculation techniques.
4.1.1 Building the Hardware
The preliminary plan for vision capability integration to UWASA Node was to de-
sign a new hardware interface that contains additional memory and logical circuits.
Because UWASA Node has been designed as a generic platform, there are exten-
sion sockets on the master module for slave extensions. In that case the new hard-
ware interface and the camera module would be an additional slave modules of the
UWASA Node.
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Figure 19. First prototype of the UWASA Node wireless sensor platform
extension for adding vision capabilities. Prototype was based on
development board that contains the same microcontroller on the
UWASA Node.
The research started by experimenting with a development board as previously men-
tioned in introduction section. The new hardware interface that contains a FIFO
chip was designed.
Figure 20. Connection of FIFO to the camera module.
The deﬁnitions of each signal in Figure 20 are represented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Signals of the FIFO connection.
Signal Deﬁnition
ALLOW A FRAME This signal requests the next image to be stored in the FIFO.
VSYNC Marks the readiness of the next image.
DATA OUT 8-bit data output.
PCLK Pixel clock signal.
D D input of a D-type ﬂip-ﬂop.
CLK Clock signal of the ﬂip-ﬂop.
Q Output of the ﬂip-ﬂop.
WEE Write enable enable.
HREF Horizontal reference. Marks each row of pixels.
WE Write enable.
WRST Write reset.
DATA IN 8-bit data input.
WCK Write clock.
FIFO chip was used to capture the ﬁrst available image from the camera module.
However the FIFO is a read-only component for the microcontroller side. As the
name implies the data located in FIFO must be read in arriving order, so addressing
the data was not possible. In order to store the image and apply image processing
techniques a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) was needed.
The connection of the SRAM is represented in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Connection between the processor and the SRAM.
Using the chip select pins the SRAM could store up to four images.
Table 3. Signals of the SRAM connection.
Signal Deﬁnition
D[0..7] Data signals.
A[0..18] Address signals.
CS[0,1] Chip select 0 and 1.
GPIO General purpose input-output.
BLS Byte lane select.
OE Output enable.
I/O[0..7] SRAM data input and output.
CE Chip enable.
WE Write enable.
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4.1.2 Simpliﬁed Image Processing Methods
The experiments continued to ﬁnd out the most efﬁcient way to calculate the edges
and gradients on the image. After the studies on edge detection and gradient algo-
rithms, it was clear that those methods use high computational power. The author
has developed the simpliﬁed versions of those image detection methods. The ﬁrst
and basic simpliﬁcation has been the monochrome image generation. This was the
ﬁrst step for image processing in our case because both the edge detection and gra-
dient calculation algorithms used monochrome images.
According to E. Demarsh and J. Giorgianni (1989), the transformation from RGB
color space to monochrome is deﬁned as:
Y = 0.2125 ·R + 0.7154 ·G+ 0.0721 · B (4.1)
where Y represents the gamma, R, G and B represent red, green and blue colors
respectively.
To avoid high processor usage caused by multiplication with ﬂoating point numbers,
it was decided to approximate the equation as:
Y =
1
4
·R + 5
8
·G+ 1
16
· B (4.2)
Applying equation 4.2 in embedded systems is extremely efﬁcient compared to
ﬂoating point number multiplication because the color component coefﬁcients now
can be obtained by using only two type of atomic instructions; bitwise right shift
and addition. Bitwise right shift divides a number by 2 and addition operation gives
the result for a given pixel.
After the monochrome image is constructed it is possible to generate gradient im-
age. According to Kanopoulos et al. (1988) the Sobel operator for gradient calcula-
tions uses two dimensional convolution kernels. If we represent the pixel values of
monochrome image laying under the kernel as a matrix A, the gradients for x and y
dimensions are:
Gx =
⎡
⎣−1 0 +1−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1
⎤
⎦ ∗ A (4.3)
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and,
Gy =
⎡
⎣−1 −2 +10 0 0
−1 +2 +1
⎤
⎦ ∗ A (4.4)
Here the * denotes the convolution. And ﬁnally the gradient value at the center of
the kernel is calculated as:
Gxy =
√
Gx
2 +Gy
2 (4.5)
Here the challenge for low computational power embedded devices is the square
root operation. Inside the square root is a 32 bit number. Since this is not supported
in embedded C libraries the author decided to apply Babylonian square root method.
Babylonian square root method is an iterative way to calculate the square root of a
number. In case the square root of S is to be calculated, the algorithm starts with an
initial guess x0. If n denotes the number of iterations, Fowler and Robson (1998)
deﬁnes the technique as:
x0 ≈
√
S (4.6)
xn+1 =
1
2
(
xn +
S
xn
)
(4.7)
√
S = lim
n→∞
xn (4.8)
The results from each pixel is calculated by this method and ﬁnally the gradient
image is built.
Finding the edges is now relatively easy because edges represent the lines where the
gradient values are relatively higher than in other pixels. Simply, a threshold value
was selected, and the values below the threshold was coded as black.
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4.2 Seed Flow Monitoring in Wireless Sensor Net-
works
Integration of wireless sensor devices to the agricultural machinery started by de-
ciding what physical quantity could be measured. Finally the research team agreed
that the best choice would be based on light measuring system.
In Seina¨joki University of Applied Sciences (SeAMK), researchers have developed
a very small and low power wireless sensor node called SURFbutton. These devices
are coin sized and operate on a coin type battery. Although these devices do not
have many external interfaces they are better choice than UWASA Nodes in size
constrained areas. The proposed solution for seed drill implementation is shown in
Figure 22.
Figure 22. Solution for seed drill monitoring system using wireless sensor
networks.
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In this system architecture there is a SURFbutton connected to each pipe of the
implement. The UWASA Node is not radio compatible with SURFbuttons, so one
of the SURFbuttons act as a sink node. This sink node is bridged to UWASA Node
via hardware connection as shown in Figure 23.
Figure 23. SURFbutton is bridged to UWASA Node by using header pins.
The collected data is then transferred to another receiver UWASA Node located
inside the tractor. This node has an LCD extension to display the seed ﬂow rates
for each pipe. The values are updated continuously and the driver can monitor the
situation in real time.
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Figure 24. Seed ﬂow rates can be monitored in an LCD display real time.
In Figure 24, the length of the pipe corresponds to the ﬂow rate. In case the ﬂow
rate is zero, the pipe symbology turns to red which indicates that pipe is either stuck
or there is some other reason to investigate manually. In this research the author has
been implementing the codes for the Nokia 6610 LCD screen and also application
codes for UWASA Nodes and performed data analysis which will to be presented
in results section.
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Figure 25. Tractor and the implement are attached to each other. Junkkari (2019).
After the preliminary tests of the system integrity and connectivity, the company has
supplied the research team with a part of the seed drill machine. The light sensors
were installed inside the pipes to monitor the ﬂow rates.
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Figure 26. Part of the implement was built and delivered to the research team to
carry out the experiments.
The software of the SURFbuttons were provided by SeAMK researchers. Data
was captured from the pipes, collected and transmitted to receiver UWASA Node.
UWASA Node logged the data to the PC over the USB interface. After repeating the
tests with different ﬂow rates the collected data was analyzed using mathematical
software.
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4.3 Localization Services for Online Common Op-
erational Picture and Situation Awareness
Law enforcement units heavily rely on situational awareness to plan and execute
the operation within strict time limits. In case of urban crisis the overall picture is
quite dynamic and sudden changes would require changes of initial plans. For this
reason friendly forces need to exchange information continuously in real time.
In order to present and update real time information, indoor sensing systems are
needed. These monitoring systems include the radio based localization services.
Radio signals are able to penetrate concrete and wooden walls He et al. (2006).
Thus, those systems are capable of providing valuable information about indoor
situation modeling where the satellite images or unmanned aerial vehicles would
not help.
Within the context of WISMII project new algorithms were developed for device
free localization Kaltiokallio et al. (2013). As described in Virrankoski (2013), three
research organizations, six companies and Finnish Defense Forces participated in
this project and the requirements were deﬁned by Finnish National Defense Univer-
sity.
The distribution of the wireless sensor nodes was done by a mobile robot. Distribu-
tion mechanism was designed by Tobias Glocker who is a researcher in University
of Vaasa. The mechanical integration of the node distribution mechanism as well as
server and client software was done. The robot has successfully deployed the wire-
less sensor nodes to be used in Device Free Localization (DFL). The node dropping
commands were issued manually over the ICE Storm software. ICE Storm is a
networking middleware that provides object based data exchange between every
network asset regardless of their programming language. This middleware helps
building the common operational picture more rapidly and in a simpler way.
4.4 Feasibility Study on Solar Energy Harvesting
from Asphalt Surface in Cold Climate Region
Geothermal heating systems deliver the natural thermal heat from underground up
to surface via boreholes. Continuous heat transfer in the long run may cause the
heat source to lose its total energy. However this problem could be compensated by
harvesting some of the heat from the asphalt surface and storing underground.
During summer days the temperatures on the asphalt layer rise more than the cur-
rent air temperature because the solar power is absorbed as heat due to black-body
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behavior of asphalt. In this research the purpose is to quantify how much solar
power arrives to the surface and how much of this energy is absorbed. In case the
heat could be harvested and stored before it is dissipated back to the atmosphere,
the long term effects of geothermal heating in deeper layers could be compensated.
The research team has decided to measure physical quantities from three different
sources. First measurement source was pyranometer that measures solar power that
directly arrives to earth. Second was the heat ﬂux plate buried just below the asphalt
surface. By using those two sources it has been possible to compare the absorbed
power versus incoming power. The third source is the Distributed Temperature
Sensing (DTS) system. This device measures the underground temperatures at dif-
ferent depths using a laser beam traveling through ﬁber optical cable.
Heat ﬂux data was measured by a passive sensor that has two analog output pins.
The voltage difference between the pins is sampled by ADC. Since the heat ﬂux
plate is a passive sensor, it generates a tiny voltage so the research team needed to
use a very high resolution ADC.
Aldere platform is used to capture the heat ﬂux data. The device is installed inside a
small metal box next to the heat ﬂux sensor installation site as shown in Figure 27.
Figure 27. Aldere platform (on top) was powered by a car battery to withstand
very cold temperatures during winter season.
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The heat ﬂux data was sampled every 10 seconds and transmitted to another Aldere
gateway platform was installed inside the university. Then the gateway node logged
the network data into an embedded Linux PC.
After the data was obtained the research team has built two mathematical models
based on physics laws to describe the heat transfer between the sun, asphalt surface
and the deeper layers of the soil.
4.4.1 Surface Heat Flow Model
To explain the model it is better to analyze a single day and compare the pyranome-
ter data with heat ﬂux data. The model explained here was then extended to cover
multiple days of every season and will be presented in results section.
Solar power captured by the pyranometer on 23rd of April is given in Figure 28.
Figure 28. Pyranometer data for 23rd of April 2015.
The values of pyranometer data are always positive. The sunlight on 23rd of April
2015 starts to deliver energy starting approximately about 3:30 AM. The peak power
is seen at 11:00AM and the last sunlight of the day hits the earth at about 17:00.
Although this data is purely based on sunlight strength, sometimes clouds have
caused instantaneous disturbances. This is a natural effect and it is not neglected
during the research.
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By applying the average over the whole day measurements, the mean sunlight power
was calculated as 230 w/m2.
Figure 29. Heat ﬂux data for 23rd of April 2015.
Figure 29 shows the net heat ﬂux data on the asphalt surface for the same day. It
should be noted that the envelope of the heat ﬂux graph follows the pyranometer
graph envelope with a time shift. This is caused by the fact that the heat transfer
starts after the surface builds up some temperature as a result of solar irradiation.
Similarly the surface starts to dissipate heat back after a certain time shift when the
solar power decreases. It is obvious that the heating and cooling of the surface takes
some time.
One important thing to note here is that the heat ﬂux can have negative values. Neg-
ative ﬂux means the heat is dissipating back into the atmosphere while the asphalt
surface cools down.
The peak value of heat ﬂux of the given day is ≈700 w/m2. However, when the
values are averaged over the entire day the mean value is calculated as 14 w/m2
because of the negative values during the night. The constant loss during the night
causes the surface temperature to drop. According to Davies and Davies (2010),
this effect is called Radiative Cooling. If the sun would suddenly disappear, the
earth temperature would exponentially approach to the 0 K limit in the darkness of
the space.
The average night time heat loss for the given day is approximated as a constant
value because for one day period the change between two consequent days is almost
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zero and can be neglected. This constant value is calculated by using 200 samples
an hour before and after the midnight. For the chosen day above, average night time
heat loss value is 130 w/m2.
According to the measurement values the average absorption ratio σ for the given
day is calculated as follows. If we denote the average heat ﬂux as Φ and the average
pyranometer power as λ:
σ =
Φ
λ
(4.9)
This formula applied for the given day results in:
σ =
14 w/m2
230 w/m2
= 5.9% (4.10)
The result for the given day is not surprising since the April in Finland is the period
just after the snow melts. So the ground is still cool and it is heating up and by
absorbing the solar energy.
In addition to that, it is possible to calculate the ideal harvesting case where the night
time losses are totally eliminated and the positive heat ﬂow is harvested ideally.
If the positive part of the heat ﬂow is integrated, the optimum absorption rate can
be calculated as:
σp =
139 w/m2
230 w/m2
≈ 60% (4.11)
The analysis on this example day explains the energy exchange model between the
solar irradiation the and asphalt surface.
4.4.2 Soil Temperature Model
The heat ﬂow and the resultant energy transfer occurring on the asphalt surface
causes the temperatures in deeper soil layers to change. In this part, we explain
the scientiﬁc model built for our soil temperature calculations within the ﬁrst 0.5 m
depth of the soil.
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From the physics we know that the temperature change Δt is:
Δt =
Q
m · c (4.12)
where Q denotes the energy, m is the mass and c is the speciﬁc heat.
The energy Q can be easily obtained by using the average heat ﬂuxΦ. For any given
day the Q can be calculated by applying the formula:
Q = Φ · A · t (4.13)
Here the A is the area and t denotes the time. For a daily analysis, unit area of 1 m2
and the number of seconds in a day is applied.
Next, in equation 4.12 calculating m is also straightforward since the volume V and
the soil bulk density d is known:
m = V · d (4.14)
The last term in equation 4.12 is the speciﬁc heat of the soil.
According to European Environment Agency EEA (2012), the speciﬁc heat capac-
ities for dry and wet soils are calculated as follows.
For dry soil:
cs = 1.64 · ts + 704 (4.15)
where ts is the soil temperature. For simplicity the research team has used ts value
as 5◦C.
For wet soil:
c =
100 · cs + 4190 · w
100 + w
(4.16)
In the formula above, the w represents the water mass percentage in the soil. Ac-
cording to European Environment Agency (EEA) the value of the w is approxi-
mately 25 in the area of measurements.
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5 RESULTS
In this section the results from each research case is represented.
5.1 Camera Integration to Wireless Sensor Node
Using the new hardware board presented in previous sections, images were success-
fully captured. Developed image processing techniques for wireless sensor devices
were applied. The application of monochrome transformation algorithm for a sam-
ple image is represented in Figure 30.
Figure 30. Monochrome image transformation.
Although a simpliﬁcation was applied to avoid ﬂoating point multiplication, the re-
sults were satisfactory and posed no challenge in applying further image processing
methods.
Gradient calculations are applied on top of monochrome images. As described
previously, the square root calculations for traditional image processing methods
were replaced by a new algorithm.
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Figure 31. Gradient calculation method applied.
It would be good to emphasize that all those operations were performed inside the
UWASA Node and the .bmp ﬁle was also generated inside the node. A 3 x 3 two
dimensional convolution kernel was applied both horizontally and vertically. Then
the iterative Babylonian square root calculation method was applied four times for
every pixel. Here it is worth mentioning how much computational power would be
needed for every pixel even if the hardware was capable of square root calculations.
Although this was not benchmarked, the traditional method would provide more
accurate result but it would require much more computing power in return.
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Figure 32. Edge detection method applied with different levels of ﬁltering.
Figure 32 shows results for different levels of edge detection ﬁlters varying from
none to max. In order to recognize the shapes, advanced methods operate on edge
detected images. In the depicted experiment, ﬁltering level of 5 (6th sample) seems
to achieve the best result.
Since in this research the focus is on wireless sensor networks, the transmission
requirements were also analyzed. Depending on their size, images are formed of
high amount of data. The author proposed that only the coordinates of the white
pixels could be transmitted after the edge detection algorithm. This results high
amount of savings in bandwidth usage. It is possible to compare the amount of
transmission size for every case depicted previously in Figure 32.
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Figure 33. Number of bytes to transmit for each ﬁltering level.
Figure 33 is very important in terms of network usage because in wireless networks
every transmitted byte costs battery lifetime. Since the best edge detected case
seemed to be achieved by applying level 5 ﬁltering, it is worth mentioning that the
transmission would require only 740 bytes to transmit instead of 18240 bytes for
whole image. The transmission size in this case is reduced down to 4%.
5.2 Seed Flow Monitoring in Wireless Sensor Net-
works
There are two important points to mention about the results of seed ﬂow monitoring
case. First one is related to detection of seeds and the second point is about battery
lifetime.
5.2.1 Detection Results
During the seed ﬂow experiments the research group decided to keep the ADC
module always operational for testing purposes. Normally the seed counting is
based on comparator interrupts to save the battery; but ADC outputs provide better
information for testing purposes.
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In the following graph, ADC was conﬁgured to measure 500 samples per second
and data was captured for 30 seconds.
Figure 34. ADC output for 30 seconds sampled at 500 Hz.
15000 samples were taken in total. Exactly 50 seeds were dropped in 5 bursts and
each burst contained precisely 10 seeds. The voltage spikes generated by the bursts
are clearly distinguishable.
Figure 35 shows a closer look at the 4th burst.
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Figure 35. A closer look at the samples from 10000 to 11000.
In Figure 35 it is possible to count every seed dropped. This graph shows only 9
peaks instead of 10, indicating that there was a simultaneous fall.
It is possible to zoom in even more and take a closer look at each peak. By deter-
mining the width of the peaks it is possible to calculate the duration of a single seed
fall.
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Figure 36. Only two spikes are visualized.
The width of the spikes corresponds to seed’s falling duration. Here the width of a
falling event takes 10 samples, meaning the fall duration is 20 ms.
In comparator mode when the seed is passing through the light based system, the
SURFbutton node receives an interrupt and goes back to sleep after 2ms. This is
about 10% of the time until the seed passes the light detection system.
In overall the seed ﬂow detection system provided satisfactory results. The ex-
periments were done based on realistic seeding rates and the measurements were
successful.
5.2.2 Power Usage Results
SURFbutton devices operate using a coin sized battery. Those batteries are rated
at 500 mAh. The power consumption tests showed that if the seed drop rate is
assumed to be 100 seeds per second, the average current consumption was 303.45
μA. In that case the lifetime of a SURFbutton would be:
500mAh
303.45μA
= 1648hours = 69 days (5.1)
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The power consumption test results are also satisfactory because the seeding season
takes about one or two weeks.
5.3 Localization Services for Online Common Op-
erational Picture and Situation Awareness
Wireless sensor node distribution capability has been integrated to the mobile robot.
Thus, the robot is able to deploy the sensor nodes to critical points inside the build-
ing. The node deployment is controlled over the ICE server. Whenever a node is
dropped, the information is published to the ICE server instantly with a timestamp.
A mobile robot features many beneﬁts in emergency situation; most importantly, it
can be deployed to gather information about an unknown situation without risking
human lives. In this research work the robot is in central role of creating a common
frame of reference for the system and is used as a scout. The robot builds a metric
map of the environment while exploring and localizes itself against the same map.
In addition, the robot deploys static nodes into known locations.
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Figure 37. Mobile robot distributes the wireless sensor nodes.
The mobile robot system is illustrated in Figure 37. The robot is a tracked plat-
form, weighting approximately 100kg and carries along 100 Ah of energy as well
as sensors and computation power. In this research we use a laser range ﬁnder for
creating the map and a camera with pan-tilt unit for providing feed back for the
operator. In addition, the robot is equipped with a communication subsystem which
enables the communication with the robot practically in all environments without
need for site-speciﬁc infrastructures.
Finally, the robot has a wireless sensor node distribution system installed inside of
it. An operator can deploy the wireless sensors into strategic places in the building.
The dropped nodes are location labeled where the robot drops them.
The footage of taken by Finnish Combat Camera Team (2013) for localization meth-
ods are available online for viewers.
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5.4 Heat Flux Measurements Under the Asphalt in
Cold Climate Region
The proposed models for both the surface heat ﬂow and the soil temperature mea-
surements have provided accurate and reliable results. Theoretical calculations and
energy transfer models were compatible with practical results.
The surface heat ﬂow model can be extended any number of days and the software
generates a report about the important parameters.
The captured data contained millions of samples spanning over two years. Of course
it is not possible to represent and discuss all the data in this thesis. But to visual-
ize and analyze, some results from summer and winter days are presented in this
section.
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Figure 38. Pyranometer data between 15-20 June 2015 (Summer).
Figure 39. Heat ﬂux data between 15-20 June 2015 (Summer).
Table 4. Generated Software Report for Summer.
Deﬁnition Calculation
Average Pyranometer Power 260 w/m2
Average Net Heat Flux φ 8.4 w/m2
Average Night Time Loss -320 w/m2
Absorption Ratio 3.3%
Temperature change within 0.5 m surface depth 0.21 ◦C
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Figure 40. Pyranometer data between 24-29 January 2015 (Winter).
Figure 41. Heat ﬂux data between 24-29 January 2015 (Winter).
Table 5. Generated Software Report for Winter.
Deﬁnition Calculation
Average Pyranometer Power 11 w/m2
Average Net Heat Flux φ -1.9 w/m2
Average Night Time Loss -12.9 w/m2
Absorption Ratio -18%
Temperature change within 0.5 m surface depth 0.00 ◦C
From these results it can be concluded that the pyranometer data and heat ﬂux data
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have very similar envelopes. This shows that the main source of the surface heat
transfers is the solar power.
Considering the summer measurements, it is clear that heat ﬂux levels follow the
pyranometer data by a shift of few hours. This shifting effect is more noticeable by
comparing the ﬁrst and last portions of the graphs. When the solar power arrives
to the earth the surface temperature needs to rise ﬁrst, before transferring the heat
below. Same idea applies to cooling as well.
Winter measurement values for both pyranometer and heat ﬂux are much smaller
in comparison to summer. One important thing to mention here is that during the
winter the ground is covered by a thick layer of ice and snow. Although the solar
power sees a peak of 150 w/m2 the heat ﬂux level is very low. There is a good snow
isolation and heat transfer is minimal.
The measured results are so accurate with regards to both amplitude and timestamps
that one can easily notice the long days in summer and short days in winter. This
is due to the northern latitudes of Finland. There is a huge gap between summer
and winter daytime lengths. In summer there is sunlight for almost the entire day
whereas in winter the sunlight rays carry little energy and the daytime lasts for few
hours.
By doing additional analysis not covered here, but presented in Table 6, the software
reports for autumn days have provided negative average heat ﬂux. This result is
expected because during the autumn the earth is in cooling process.
Table 6. Analysis for 5 days from each season.
Autumn Winter Spring Summer
Pyranometer Power (w/m2) 68 11 225 260
Heat Flux (w/m2) -13.4 -1.9 40.6 8.4
Average Night Loss (w/m2) -126.05 -12.99 -218.06 -320.29
Δt at 0.5 m during 5 days (K) -0.31 0.00 0.94 0.21
Absorption Ratio (%) -19.4 -18 18 3.3
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Wireless sensor networks today has wide variety of applications. During the doc-
toral studies and research applications; many aspects, beneﬁts and capabilities of
wireless technologies were investigated. Real life applications in agriculture, mili-
tary and earth sciences were developed and valuable information was collected and
analyzed using scientiﬁc methods.
Camera integration to wireless devices was a challenging task and this was known
beforehand. However the possibilities were discovered new methods were intro-
duced for more efﬁcient computing as well as less resource hungry transmission
methods were discovered.
In agricultural application, the practical problems deﬁned by the industry were ad-
dressed and it was shown how the wireless sensors network could be utilized in pre-
cise farming. It became clear that real time measurement and monitoring systems
open new possibilities for improvements in future farming. Wireless data trans-
mission possibility between the tractor and the agricultural implements allow the
future farming systems to be installed without cable connection, thus reducing the
farmer’s effort to attach and detach the machinery. Another beneﬁt of the real time
measuring and monitoring systems is that the farmer becomes aware of the problem
immediately and can take necessary action on time. In case the farmer would not be
aware of the failure and continued on faulty seeding, this would cause some areas
of the ﬁeld to be empty during harvest.
Device free localization by distributing the wireless sensor networks in the urban
crisis area helps the law enforcement units to get a clearer picture of the situation in
a shorter time. Satellite images and unmanned aerial vehicles pose limitations when
the important events take place indoors. The radio signals of wireless devices are
able to penetrate walls so that the movements inside the building can be detected.
This work contributes to urban safety and security by wireless sensor network de-
ployment.
Usage of wireless sensor networks in earth sciences help reduce the installations
costs and even in some cases allows for such installations that would not be possi-
ble using cable based systems. In the case represented, heat measurement platform
had to be located in the university parking yard. The Linux PC that collects and
logs the data was located approximately 100 meters away. Cable based solution in
this case would be very costly because the cables would possibly be needed to laid
underground. Apart from the advantages of wireless sensor platforms, many im-
portant ﬁndings were discovered and new ideas were developed for building a new
theory about the energy exchange mechanism between the sun, earth’s surface and
deeper layers. The model was introduced and veriﬁed with practical results. Quanti-
tative research methods and obtained data allowed the research group to benchmark
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physical properties of the soil and environmental factors in Finland.
In summary, the research applications covered in this thesis demonstrated the ben-
eﬁts of wireless sensor networks, their capabilities and new methods.
Starting from analytical studies and getting acquainted with wireless sensor tech-
nologies, it has been a long and a rewarding journey. Throughout the doctoral
studies it has been an exciting and instructive experience to be guided by industrial
experts and scientists who brought the research and real applications together in var-
ious projects. During the studies there has been a chance to attend the lectures and
share ideas with the developers of important communication standards such as the
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) and the (IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless
Personal Area Networks) 6LoWPAN.
Collaboration with experts from military, agricultural and earth sciences made it
possible to understand the challenges and requirements of wireless sensor network
deployments. Fulﬁlling these requirements always involved pushing the limits from
technological point of view. Since the technology is evolving so rapidly, the chosen
equipment and materials had to be state-of-art devices. In wireless technologies
there has seen so rapid advancements that during the research process, always better
electronic components, better software protocols and chemical technologies like
Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FRAM) became commercially available.
As conclusion, summarizing the scientiﬁc contributions for each research case; in
vision sensor integration, low power consuming algorithms were developed for im-
age processing and transmission. Transmission is very power consuming tasks in
wireless sensor networks so this research introduces novelties in computation and
also in networking. Seed ﬂow monitoring case has introduced real-time monitoring
systems for precise farming and better soil usage efﬁciency. Localization methods
using wireless sensor networks allowed deﬁning new ways to obtain information
about indoors in emergency cases. In earth sciences, new mathematical models
were built for understanding and studying the energy harvesting possibilities. Using
wireless sensor technologies here played a key role in data acquisition and analysis.
In future, it seems that wireless sensor networks will be used more in a form of
IoT devices. The development of those devices started almost two decades ago and
nowadays they are available in multiple forms in various areas such as medical,
transportation, agricultural, energy, and environmental monitoring.
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7 SUMMARIES OF THE ARTICLES
I. Camera Integration to Wireless Sensor Node
UWASA Node is a wireless sensor platform developed by researchers in Univer-
sity of Vaasa. It is a generic platform that contains a power module and a master
module. Additional slave modules can be added on top of the hardware in a stacked
manner. This allows application speciﬁc customization without modifying the core
hardware.
In this research a new hardware interface was developed for adding vision capabil-
ities along with image processing methods to wireless sensor networks. The hard-
ware was built and tested, then software was developed for capturing and processing
images.
Low computational power of the embedded devices required more efﬁcient image
processing methods. These algorithms were developed and the results have been
satisfactory. Furthermore, image compression and efﬁcient transmission methods
were developed adding more scientiﬁc novelties.
II. Seed Flow Monitoring in Wireless Sensor Networks
A more efﬁcient seeding leads to better harvesting results in agriculture. The re-
quirements of this research was deﬁned by the funding industrial partner in their
seed drill products.
While operating in humid soils, the seeding pipes often gets stuck by mud during
the tractor’s maneuvers. In that situation the driver may not realize that one or more
pipes becomes inoperational. This problem results in non-germinated rows in the
ﬁeld and ﬁnally causing less efﬁcient farming.
In order to overcome this problem the research team introduced a seed ﬂowmonitor-
ing system that is able to measure the seed ﬂow rates in each pipe of the implement.
Usage of wireless technologies was necessary due to rotating machinery parts and
the ease of implement’s attachment to the tractor. An LCD screen was used to dis-
play the ﬂow rates of each pipe to the driver in real-time. This allows the seeding
problems to be identiﬁed immediately and necessary actions can be taken as soon
as possible.
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III. Localization Services for Online Common Operational Picture and
Situation Awareness
In case of urban crisis such as school shootings, kidnappings, robberies, ﬁre, and
terrorist activities; the law enforcement units need better situational awareness to
plan and execute the operation in a limited time. The usage of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV)s or satellite images provide limited information about the current
situation indoors. In such cases the warfare environment is highly dynamic so the
common operational picture needs to be built and updated in real-time, and shared
with friendly forces.
This research focuses of possibility of device free localization methods using the
radio signals of wireless sensor nodes. These sensor nodes are to be dropped by
a mobile robot in certain locations and the position with a timestamp is published
through all network assets. Based on the signal strength measurements from each
node to every other node, it is possible to locate and track the movements behind
the walls.
A node distribution mechanism was developed and installed to the mobile robot that
is equipped with laser rangeﬁnder and a camera to get better information of indoors
without risking any more human lives. The robot operator could use a software to
issue commands for dropping a wireless sensor node at any moment.
IV. Heat Flux Measurements Under the Asphalt in Cold Climate Region
During summer days the sunlight is so strong that the asphalt layer temperatures
rise dramatically. This research aims to measure and analyze the effects of solar
power on the asphalt surface and temperature changes in deeper layers of the soil.
The research team decided to measure three physical quantities to model and ex-
plain the heat exchange mechanism between the sun, the asphalt surface and deeper
layers of the earth. A pyranometer was used to directly measure the solar power
magnitude arriving to the earth. Second data source was the heat ﬂux plate buried
about 5 cm under the asphalt surface. This sensor measures the heat ﬂowing in
both directions to or from the earth’s surface. The relation between the solar power
and the heat ﬂux was used to analyze how much of the incoming sunlight is ab-
sorbed and transferred to deeper layers. The third source of measurements was the
distributed temperature sensing device. This device uses laser beam that travels
through the optical ﬁber cable and provides the soil temperatures at various depths
down to 10 meters.
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Wireless sensor platforms were used to capture those physical quantities for nearly
a period of two years. Based on those ﬁndings and laws of physics, the research
team has modeled the heat exchange mechanism for both the surface layers and
deep layers using a mathematical software. The surface model was used to explain
the absorption rates and the amount of heat exchange for any given time period.
The soil temperature model was used to measure the longer term effects of the heat
transfers in deeper layers.
This research has been very successful utilization of wireless sensor networks in
earth sciences. The measurements were very accurate and consistent with the me-
teorological events.
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Abstract— A wireless vision sensor, which is capable of 
processing vision data, has great potential to be utilized in 
applications like swarm robotics, indoor situation monitoring 
and modelling. Although limited resource nature of the wireless 
sensor network nodes prohibit substantial utilization of vision 
sensors, stackable design of the UWASA Node allows 
development of a wireless vision sensor that is capable of 
processing image data, acquired by the camera board of the 
CMUcam3. In this work, we are introducing a wireless vision 
sensor hardware based on the UWASA Node.    
 
Index Terms— Visual Data Processing, Visual Feature 
Extraction, Wireless Vision Sensor Node. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ision sensor is an essential part of some robotics, control 
and data fusion applications. A wireless vision sensor, 
which is capable of processing vision data, has great potential 
to be utilized in applications like swarm robotics, indoor 
situation monitoring and modelling. The main aim of this 
work is to develop a vision sensor board for the UWASA 
Node. 
Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSANs) provide 
means to intelligently acquire and change the state of the 
physical world. These networks are composed of low cost, low 
power, short distance and multifunctional sensor nodes, [1]. 
Many wireless sensor platforms which are developed so far 
have shortages in transmission capacity, power consumption, 
data processing or system adaption and compatibility. These 
shortages yield development of different platforms for 
different applications, causing long and uneven development 
and adaptation periods, [2]. Aiming to be a generic wireless 
sensor platform, the UWASA Node has been developed within 
the context of GENSEN project [2] by researchers in 
University of Vaasa. The UWASA Node is designed to adopt 
itself to application demands by providing means of 
modularity via relatively simple slave modules.     
The modular/stackable nature of the UWASA Node permits 
addition of more resources to the node, allowing possibility of 
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effective development of wireless vision sensors. Moreover, 
unique features of this architecture allow accessing and 
processing vision data in the node, while still advertising 
meaningful data over the network. Designing a slave vision 
module for the UWASA Node is the main goal of this work. 
There are already developed camera platforms with low 
power microcontroller interfaces. CMUcam3 [3] is one of 
those platforms which has a publicly available software. 
Additionally, it uses a microcontroller which belongs to the 
same family as the Main Controller of the UWASA Node. In 
this design, the camera board of the CMUcam3 will be used as 
vision sensor. The slave module that will be developed will 
reflect all of the hardware related features of CMUcam3, so 
depending on the application requirements, it will be possible 
to switch between different camera boards having different 
specifications. 
Some applications may need pan-tilt movement of the 
camera, registration of inertial information on the images, or 
accurately synchronized operation among the network entities. 
These kind of applications are in-directly supported by the 
proposed hardware due to stackable nature of the UWASA 
Node. Instead of developing different slave boards to add 
support for those applications, pan-tilt servo motor interfaces 
is added to the targeted hardware module. 
The resource limited nature of wireless sensor nodes has led 
to development of wireless vision sensors focused on image 
acquisition and direct transmission of those images to a central 
computer while maintaining low power operation [4]. Since 
wireless sensor nodes usually have very limited computational 
power and low transmission bandwidth, either frame rate is 
very low or they perform very basic operations on visual data 
like line tracking  [5]. 
In this work the scope is restricted to developing the basic 
camera node hardware, developing computer vision methods 
up to a reasonable level, testing the feasibility of in-node 
image processing, and adding pan-tilt camera rotation abilities 
to camera board. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section II defines the 
problems and challenges related to vision sensing on wireless 
sensor nodes. Section III discusses about advantages of 
solving those problems by using UWASA Node and about the 
structure of the offered design followed by conclusion in 
Section IV. 
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
A. Amount of Data 
Acquiring vision data requires handling large amount of 
data, while consuming relatively high acquisition energy. 
Although those factors contradict with the low power 
definition of the wireless sensor node operation, for some 
applications it is inevitable to use vision sensors. The low 
range – low bandwidth nature of wireless communication 
restricts the amount of information that can be transferred 
between the network nodes [6]. This restriction requires 
preliminary processing of image data to extract meaningful 
information before any transmission. However, before any 
processing the acquired vision data should be calibrated to 
minimize the effects of non-ideal behaviour of lenses, vision 
sensors etc. Therefore, such a node should be able to calibrate 
and process acquired data. In this work, we are dealing with 
optimum utilization of vision sensor on limited resourced 
wireless sensor nodes. 
B. A-synchronization of Vision Data 
Continuous output of the camera should be handled in such 
a way that calibration and processing have to be performed 
over whole frame image data. Hence, the output of vision 
sensor should be buffered so that processing unit can perform 
its tasks synchronized in terms of frames, not pixels. 
Moreover, a frame usually consists of large data chunks. 
Consequently most of the small embedded processors should 
be supported by extra memory units to allow frame-wise 
processing [5]. 
C. Application Specifications 
Another problem is to determine computational power 
requirements of computer vision algorithms that will run on 
the node. The feasibility of each algorithm should be analysed 
to determine the reasonable level of in-node processing to 
fulfil application demands. This requires a decision on the 
trade-off between data processing and power consumption, if 
the method requirements can be fulfilled by limited resources 
of the node. 
It should be noted that the low-bandwidth wireless link 
imposes additional positive demand on processing level. The 
node should be able to perform at least some of the computer 
vision methods like feature extraction, scaling, compression, 
which increases power consumption. This trade-off requires 
carefully engineered design of node software that meets the 
application demands on information exchange level and node 
lifetime [5]. 
III. DESIGN DETAILS 
A. UWASA Node 
UWASA Nodes are modular – stackable wireless sensor 
platforms in small dimensions, providing relatively high 
process power while maintaining low power consumption. 
UWASA Node’s modular-stackable structure allows 
extendibility of the node without primary change in the 
design. Hardware model of the node is shown in Figure 1. 
 
The hardware structure has two essential parts: Power 
Module and Main Module.  
Power module consists of a Li-Ion battery providing 3.7 V 
DC voltage. Power module has many hardware and software 
related specifications to utilize efficient power management. 
Main module has two main parts: Main controller and RF 
controller. Main controller is ARM7TDMI-S 32-bit LPC2378 
processor which operates up to 72 MHz. RF controller TI 
CC2431 System on Chip (SoC) has integrated RF transceiver 
and 8051 8-bit CPU units on the chip. RF controller supports 
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC hardware and RF power on/off features. 
B. Vision Sensor Interface 
In this work, a slave module will be designed as an interface 
of the main module to the vision sensor. The logical control of 
all main hardware components on slave module will be 
performed by External Memory Controller Interface (EMC) 
and a few General Purpose I/O (GPIO) pins. Figure 2 shows 
the hardware components of the slave module and relations 
between them. A GPIO pin will control data traffic direction, 
while EMC is responsible for data exchange between the 
memory peripherals (FIFO, SRAM and processor). The 
camera is configured via Serial Camera Control Bus (SCCB). 
 
The data acquired from the vision sensor will pass to the 
designed slave module. The very first action on the vision data 
is to store it in a First-In/First-Out (FIFO) buffer IC to enable 
frame level processing. The chunk of data in the FIFO buffer 
is transferred to the internal memory bus of the processing unit 
using EMC of the main controller of UWASA Node. EMC is 
utilized for glue-less data transfer from FIFO to an external 
Hardware Model
Main Module N
Slave Module 1
Main Module
Power Module
Node 
Stack
 
Figure 1: Hardware Model of the UWASA Node 
Component Relations
Main 
Controller
FIFO
SRAM
Vision 
Sensor
 
Figure 2: Hardware components and their relations 
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Static Random Access Memory (SRAM). Since EMC maps 
internal memory bus of processor to I/O pins, SRAM 
connected to EMC can be read or written by a single 
instruction, and can be considered as internal memory of the 
processor. Selected SRAM capacity for this interface is 1 MB 
and has very short access time (12 ns). Access time is 
extremely important factor because in vision data processing 
speed is crucial. Another benefit of EMC is that its access time 
is configurable to relatively precise time resolution, which 
improves process rate efficiency when interfacing external 
memory devices with different access times. 
The designed hardware architecture that allows glue-less 
frame data transfer from FIFO to SRAM is shown in Figure 3. 
The EMC (EMIF) of the processor is responsible for providing 
address information to SRAM, while enabling the data 
direction from FIFO to SRAM. Since the timing requirements 
of both FIFO and SRAM are selected to enable this operation, 
one byte of frame data is transferred with single instruction of 
the processor.    
 
Another important feature of the architecture is its ability to 
adopt itself to glue-less SRAM access. This option is shown in 
Figure 4. Since the EMC is a mapping of internal memory bus 
of the processor to I/O port, the frame data transferred to 
SRAM is ready for processing.    
  
C. Development Stages 
The proposed hardware module will also contain Secure 
Digital (SD) memory card, and Full Speed USB 2.0 interfaces. 
The SD card will provide permanent storage of raw, and/or 
processed image data for debugging and logging purposes. 
The USB interface will allow step by step computer vision 
library development. In other words, at the very beginning of 
the algorithm development stage, the whole method will run 
on the development PC. After verifying the functional 
operation, the sub-parts of the algorithms will be ported to the 
node. This method of algorithm development will allow us to 
identify the parts of algorithm which need to be optimized 
with respect to efficiency of generated code, or will prove that 
it is impossible to implement that algorithm on the node. 
D. Vision Sensor 
The vision sensor which is used in preliminary design has a 
maximum resolution of 352 x 288 pixels and provides up to 60 
fps or any lower fps value. It can be configured to work in 8-
bit RGB, YCrCb and HSV colour space modes. It is not a 
sophisticated vision sensor but since this work is focused on 
limited image processing, it is enough to prove the concept. It 
is the same vision sensor used in the CMUcam3, as shown in 
Figure 5. 
 
E. Extendibility Support 
The proposed hardware architecture does not provide 
intrinsic extendibility support, except the options provided by 
the UWASA Node. Since the UWASA Node provides 
necessary means to extend its features by adding additional 
slave modules, it is possible to develop another slave module 
that contains high process power DSP and larger memory. 
On the other hand, since the camera board is a separate 
board, it is possible to design another vision sensor board that 
contains a better imaging sensor.    
IV. CONCLUSION 
The proposed architecture was designed as proof of concept 
of effectiveness of the UWASA Node architecture as wireless 
vision sensor. It aims to be a simple solution for low-power, 
low-cost wireless vision sensor having basic image processing 
and feature extraction functionality. The proposed hardware 
aims to provide basic interfaces for aiding the porting of 
computer vision methods, via SD card and USB interfaces. 
Moreover, it also contains servo motor connection capability 
to support pan-tilt motion of the vision sensor board. Other 
advantages of this designed interface is easy extendibility in 
the terms of better quality vision acquisition and higher 
process power via simple modifications on hardware.  
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Frame Ready
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Figure 3: Transferring frame data from FIFO to SRAM. 
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Figure 4: Accessing the SRAM content. 
 
Figure 5: CMUcam3 (In this design only the vision sensor board 
will be used) (CMUcam3: Open Source Programmable 
Embedded Color Vision Platform) 
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Abstract—In agricultural ﬁelds better seeding leads to better
results during the harvest. There are some practical problems re-
lated to seeding process caused by the environmental conditions.
For instance, occasionally damp soil gets stuck at the end of the
seeding pipes of the implement, which prevents the seed from
reaching the ground. In addition to that, after the crops start
growing, some farmers experience that there were actually no
seed ﬂow in some of the pipes. In such cases, it would be beneﬁcial
to notify the driver about the problem immediately. In order to
solve these sort of problems, this work introduces a real time
wireless seed ﬂow monitoring system for seed drill implements.
Besides all these, monitoring the seed ﬂow rate in each pipe
and providing the measurements to the tractor operator in real
time would help optimizing the seeding costs and increasing the
efﬁciency of soil usage. The number of seeds per square meter
can be obtained by using the seed counting information. This
information combined with germination rate can be utilized in
precise farming.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the seeding season of the agricultural ﬁelds, it
is important to decide the amount of the seeds to spread
per certain area in order to achieve the best efﬁciency in
harvesting. Although the target numbers may be clear, there
are some practical problems which may occur during the
seeding process. For instance, the seeding mechanism may
get blocked by humid soil, preventing the seeds from reaching
the ground; or for some reason, the mechanism may not be
dropping the seeds to the pipe [1]. In such cases, it would be
beneﬁcial to have a monitoring system to generate warnings
to the driver. Moreover, uniform distribution yields the soil
sources to be equally shared between the crops.
In order to verify that the seeds are ﬂowing at the desired
level, a real time monitoring system is needed. Cabled systems
are not always the best solutions in industrial environments
because of the cabling complexity and costs [2], while there
are alternative wireless technologies providing the equal func-
tionality. This logic applies to agricultural environments as
well. Due to recent advances in wireless automation systems,
vehicle guidance and machinery management in agriculture
sector are drifting to wireless technologies [3].
University of Vaasa and Seina¨joki University of Applied
Sciences have been researching a wireless monitoring system
to be integrated on seed drill implements. The monitoring
system consists of two wireless subsystems: The measurement
level SURFbuttons and the control level UWASA nodes. On
the implement side, there are SURFbuttons located on each
pipe. These buttons measure the seed ﬂow rate and send
their data to a sink SURFbutton. The sink SURFbutton has a
wired bridge to a UWASA Node which is used for collecting
and passing the measurements. On the tractor side, there is
another UWASA Node that receives the data coming from the
UWASA Node located implement side. After the reception
and a simple data processing, it displays the ﬂow rate by
employing graphics on an LCD screen located on the driver’s
panel. During the operation, in case any problem occurs at a
speciﬁc pipe, the indicator of that pipe turns to red to attract
the driver’s attention.
The seed ﬂow measurement is realized by using Light
Emitting Diodes (LED) and Light Dependent Resistors (LDR)
located on every pipe. Since both the wireless nodes and the
LEDs are powered by batteries, the power consumption is
analyzed for different operational cases.
II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Grain seeds come in various sizes depending on the type
of the crop. Although the grains which are widely sown in
Ostrobohnia region such as rye, wheat, barley and oat have
somehow similar sizes [4]; this research aims to provide a
monitoring solution which can be operate on any type of grain,
including corn.
As a consequence of relatively small and various grain sizes,
currently available high frequency ultrasonic measurement
sensors were found inadequate to be used in the seed mon-
itoring system. Another option would be microwave sensors
but the electromagnetic characteristics of the grains are not
good for such option and their price compared to the price
of the seed drill is too high. Apart from that, there would be
interference between adjacent pipes for both ultrasonic and
microwave sensor types. In addition to those types, proximity
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sensors were considered as well, but commercially available
proximity sensors would not operate on such small surfaces
like grain, since they require a ﬂat surface to reﬂect their
pulses.
Eventually some early tests have shown that using infrared
LEDs and LDRs is a suitable option for detecting the seeds.
One apprehension had been the dust generated by a falling
grain, but this was overcome by placing the LEDs and LDRs
in suitable locations on the pipe as seen on Figure 1. Another
issue was the daylight interference on the LDRs but this was
overcome by covering the pipe with opaque material.
Figure 1. LEDs and LDRs are located inside the pipe.
Since the LEDs would consume much more power than the
rest of the wireless network devices in the system, it would be
beneﬁcial to seek for alternative energy harvesting solutions in
the future. As for now, the research group has decided to keep
the existing measurement solution for the ﬁrst experiments.
III. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The system is designed to be integrated partially on the
tractor side and partially on the implement side. The structure
of the entire system is represented in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Structure of the system.
The tractor side consists of a receiver UWASA Node and
an LCD screen which displays the seed ﬂow rate in real
time, based on the data coming from the implement. On the
implement side, there are SURFbuttons on located on each
seeding pipe. These buttons supply power to measurement
LEDs which are emitting infrared light inside the pipe. On
the opposite side of the LEDs there are LDRs continuosly
receiving the infrared light. When a grain falls down through
the pipe, it blocks the light path and the resistance of LDR
changes. This creates spikes on the voltage level of the
comparator peripheral of the SURFbutton. At that point the
SURFbutton had been keeping itself in sleep mode until a
grain had fallen. Comparator interrupt causes the SURFbutton
to wakeup from the sleep mode, so that it can increment a
counter value, and go back to sleep mode again. This wake
up and increment process repeats for multiple times, and after
a certain period of time, each SURFbutton wakes itself up
to transmit its counter value to the sink button, and resets
the counter. The transmission process only takes about 2ms.
After the measurements are collected by the sink button, they
are passed to transmitter UWASA Node over the SPI bridge.
The transmitter UWASA Node puts the data into a packet and
transmits it to the receiver UWASA Node which is located
inside the tractor panel. Receiver UWASA Node then parses
the packet and updates the LCD display with new values every
second. This process goes on as long as the seeding process
continues. The LCD display can be seen on Figure 3.
Figure 3. LCD displays the ﬂow rates in real time.
The display shows lines numbered from 1 up to the total
number of the pipes in the implement. The length of each line
corresponds to the current ﬂow rate on that pipe. In case a
problem like a stuck pipe is detected, the line color turns to
red (as can be seen on 9th pipe) to indicate a warning to the
driver.
IV. TEST RESULTS
Two series of tests were performed in laboratory environ-
ment. The purpose of the ﬁrst series was to monitor and log
the raw data output of the measuring SURFbutton’s ADC.
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The second series were carried out to measure the power
consumption under different circumstances.
A. Monitoring and Logging Raw Data
In this part of the tests, instead of using the comparator
interrupts, samples were gathered continuously at a rate of
500Hz, making it possible to capture the data while there is
no seed ﬂow. The Figure 4 is composed of 15000 samples and
it represents data collected over exactly 30s. In this test a total
number of 50 seeds were dropped down through the pipe in
5 groups, and each group consists of 10 seeds. It can be seen
from Figure 4 that the seed ﬂow generates detectable voltage
spikes on the ADC output.
Figure 4. Graph of the raw data captured over 30s.
Figure 5 was generated by zooming in on the samples from
10000 to 11000 of the Figure 4. It can be seen that every seed
generates detectable voltage spikes on the output.
Figure 5. A closer look to the graph. Each falling seed creates voltage spikes.
Figure 5 shows only 9 peaks though there have been 10
grain seeds falling during that time. The reason here is that
some of the seeds had been falling almost simultaneously,
overlapping with each other. Some advanced signal processing
is needed to be able to count the seeds in such cases. So
far Fourier analysis, wavelets and some other peak detection
methods have been applied on the data, and the seed counting
algorithm development is on progress. Some preliminary re-
sults are presented in Figure 6, where two overlapping seeds
are detected from the processed data and indicated by the
Boolean values.
Figure 6. Two overlapping seeds are detected from the processed data and
indicated by the Boolean values.
Figure 7. Two spikes seen on the graph. Each falling seed approximately
corresponds to 10 samples.
Zooming more on the samples from 10640 to 10710, two
spikes can be seen in more detail in Figure 7. Since the sample
rate is 500Hz, this ﬁgure gives an idea about the travelling time
of a seed while it is passing between the LEDs and LDR. The
width of each spike can be considered 10 samples and that
corresponds to 5ms in time. One interesting fact to point out
here is that, rising edges of these spikes cause an interrupt
on the microcontroller, and microcontoller again goes to sleep
within 2 ms, which is shorter than duration of a voltage spike.
B. Power Consumption
The second series of the tests consists of power measure-
ments on a seed drill machine prototype. The purpose of
the analysis is to ﬁnd out the power consumption of the
SURFbuttons located on the pipes while they are operating
under different conditions. Power consumption values are
represented in terms of current consumption at 3V.
Power consumption of a measuring SURFbutton can be
divided into three separate components. One of them is the
transmission power. The test results have proven that the av-
erage value of the current drawn from the battery for periodic
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transmissions is 0.45μA. Handling the comparator interrupts is
another power consuming operation. The SURFbutton keeps
itself in sleep mode until a voltage spike is detected. After
waking up, handling the ISR and going back to sleep takes
2ms in total. During that time the microcontroller consumes
1.5mA. Time average of the current consumption in this case,
depends on the number of interrupts in given time. For that
reason, multiple measurements were performed at different
seed ﬂow rates. The last and the main power consuming
issue is to keep the infrared LEDs on. This introduces a
current consumption of 29.3mA continuously, although there
are neither transmission nor comparator interrupts.
In order to verify those separate measurements, seed feeding
mechanism of the seed drill was loaded with rye, and rotated
at constant speeds. Power consumption has been monitored
and the calculations have been veriﬁed. The following table
summarizes the power consumption in different situations.
TABLE I
POWER CONSUMPTIONS IN DIFFERENT TEST CASES
Test Case Current Consumption
Only transmission 3.45μA (10.35μW)
100 seed/s, LEDs off (interrupts simulated) 303.45μA (910.35μW)
No seed ﬂow, LEDs on 29.3mA (87.9mW)
Slow seed ﬂow, LEDs on 29.6mA (88.8mW)
Fast seed ﬂow, LEDs on 30.8mA (92.4mW)
First case is independent from the seed ﬂow rate so it
was measured directly from the device. In the second case,
a 100Hz square wave signal was applied to the comparator
input to simulate exactly 100 seed/s. The remaining tests
were practiced on the seed drill prototype. In the third case
the current consumption was recorded as 29.3mA while the
seed feeding axle was still. Then it was rotated at a speed
of 0.3rpm to experiment a slow seed ﬂow. In this case, the
microcontroller frequently wakes up, handles the ISR, and
goes back to sleep mode. Lastly the axle was rotated at 1rpm
to perform the fast ﬂow experiment where the microcontroller
receives so many interrupts that it almost never goes to sleep
mode.
C. Battery Lifetime
Based on the test results it is possible to estimate a lifetime
for the measurement part of the seed ﬂow monitoring system.
SURFbuttons are relatively small devices compared to AAA
sized batteries, thus they operate mainly on cell sized batteries.
As for 2012, commercially available cell sized batteries offer
500mAh of charge. Considering these values the system would
continuously operate for:
500mAh
30mA
= 16.7 hours (1)
In case there would be an external source to power the LEDs
so that SURFbutton battery only needs to handle the power
supply for communication and computation, the system would
last for:
500mAh
303.45μA
= 1648h = 69 days (2)
of active operation.
These results show how signiﬁcantly the lifetime would
extend in case the energy harvesting solutions would be
applied.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Using the wireless sensor networks in agriculture sector,
many problems which are still unsolved just because of the
cabling requirements can be reconsidered and new solutions
may be introduced.
This research proves that using the wireless sensor networks
it is possible to monitor the seed ﬂow in real time. Using only
the cabled systems in this case would be inappropriate since
there would be much more wires around mechanical structures.
Power measurements have shown that the operation duration
is feasible, but the energy harvesting solutions would signif-
icantly increase the lifetime of the system. In case the LEDs
would be powered by an energy harvesting device, the system
would operate much more than a seeding season.
Further systematic data analysis are able to provide informa-
tion about the number of the seeds dropped per square meter.
In future this work may be extended so that the seed ﬂow rates
can be logged to a non-volatile memory, including location and
timestamp to keep statistics.
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ABSTRACT Many operations, be they military, police, rescue, or other ﬁeld operations, require localization
services and online situation awareness to make them effective. Questions such as how many people
are inside a building and their locations are essential. In this paper, an online localization and situation
awareness system is presented, called Mobile Urban Situation Awareness System (MUSAS), for gathering
and maintaining localization information, to form a common operational picture. The MUSAS provides
multiple localization services, as well as visualization of other sensor data, in a common frame of reference.
The information and common operational picture of the system is conveyed to all parties involved in the
operation, the ﬁeld team, and people in the command post. In this paper, a general system architecture for
enabling localization based situation awareness is designed and the MUSAS system solution is presented.
The developed subsystem components and forming of the common operational picture are summarized, and
the future potential of the system for various scenarios is discussed. In the demonstration, the MUSAS is
deployed to an unknown building, in an ad hoc fashion, to provide situation awareness in an urban indoor
military operation.
INDEX TERMS Localization, mapping, networks, situation awareness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Urban situation awareness and especially localization infor-
mation is important in many applications. Operations, such
as search-and-rescue, military operations, urban combat,
hostage situations, emergency situations, indoor ﬁre, or earth-
quake damaged buildings, rely on localization information, as
the map of the environment and location of targets in a pos-
sible unknown area is needed. Combining information from
several subsystems is a key aspect in these perilous appli-
cations. Knowing where things are and combining several
sources of information, enables context aware data gathering,
analysis and decisions, and aid in situation awareness.
In this paper, a novel solution is presented, called Mobile
Urban Situation Awareness System (MUSAS), which is an
integrated system that provides localization services of sev-
eral types to enable situation awareness with focus on an
urban environment. The target use of the proposed MUSAS
is an operation in an urban environment where locations
of own ﬁeld team members, persons and objects are of
key importance. The operation environment is typically
partly unknown, which require mapping and localization of
objects.
A general use case scenario for the MUSAS is an oper-
ation in an urban environment as shown in Fig. 1. A ﬁeld
team performs some task based on the instructions from the
mission leader and upper echelon. A common operational
picture (COP) [1] of the situation is formed, by the COP
server and the MUSAS operator managing the system, using
data from several subsystems deployed in the ﬁeld. The COP
is relayed to all the parties involved: the ﬁeld team, mis-
sion leader, and upper echelon, to assist them in performing
their tasks. Field team members have a hand-held device for
interfacing with the COP. The COP contains information of
locations of objects and targets of the task, typically humans,
overlaid on a map of the environment, to assist in situation
awareness.
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FIGURE 1. General use case example for the MUSAS and entities involved.
A. OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
A key contribution of the MUSAS is providing a system for
online localization based situation awareness using multiple
localization andmappingmethods. Compared to other similar
systems, the MUSAS does not assume or rely on anything
of the target environment. The MUSAS builds up its own
infrastructure using Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technologies. It maps
the unknown area and updates the knowledge as entities are
localized. Location information of moving targets is tracked
and updated to the COP model and all users. The system
can operate both outdoors and indoors and has through wall
observation capabilities.
The contributions of this work include describing the gen-
eral design of an online system for producing and integrat-
ing information for a common operational picture, based on
mapping an unknown environment and appending several
localization information sources. A survey of existing solu-
tions and relevant technologies are done. The subsystems are
presented, including their technical details and relevant lit-
erature. An implementation is presented and the experiences
from a test demonstration are discussed. Other issues related
to situation awareness, such as data associating and cluster-
ing, object recognition and feature extraction, target identiﬁ-
cation and tracking, and prediction, are not considered.
In this section, the objectives of the MUSAS, related situ-
ation awareness solutions, and the contributions of this paper
are described. In Section II, a general system description
of a localization based situation awareness system is done,
and feasible localization solutions suitable for the use case
scenario are identiﬁed. The proposed MUSAS architecture
and an overview of the implementation are presented in
the following sections. In Section III, the robot system is
described, including mapping an unknown area using simul-
taneous localization and mapping (SLAM) by the robot.
In Section IV, the localization subsystems are described in
more detail with the information they produce for making
the COP. Wireless sensor node localization is treated in
Section IV-A. Object localization has also been implemented,
both for cooperating objects or persons, in Section IV-B, and
for non-cooperating persons. For the non-cooperating case,
radio tomography can be used, as presented in Section IV-C.
In Section V the experiences from a test deployment and the
use of the MUSAS in urban combat situations is described.
Finally a short conclusion is given with some notes on the use
of such systems in other scenarios. A technical report of the
systemwithmore detailed information on the implementation
can be found in [2].
B. COMMON OPERATIONAL PICTURE
According to [3], situation awareness consists of several lev-
els. The ﬁrst level is perception or sensing. In the second
level, comprehension is built from the observed data, as
meaning is assigned to each piece of information and the
relations between the components are inferred. In the third
level, the situation implications are projected or predicted into
the future. In this work only the ﬁrst two levels are considered,
where data is gathered by several entities and fused to some
comprehensible picture of the situation. The task of the user
is then to decide actions or predict the future based on the
produced situation picture.
A common operational picture displays all gathered and
combined data from several sources in a single presentation
to the user [4]. The information is merged into a common
frame of reference and visualized on a screen from where
it is easy to comprehend the current situation. The main
task of COP systems is thus to bring together data from
different subsystems and present that into an overview for
enabling situation awareness of a variety of users and different
teams [1].
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The early studies of COPs were carried out in the
1980’s [4]. A major milestone is the development of a large
group display to enable situation awareness in military com-
mand posts [3]. COPs have been successfully utilized in
situations such as large scale natural disasters [5] and terrorist
acts, where COPs have had a large impact on reducing human
casualties.
A COP is often associated with geographical data, for
instance in a combination with a Geographic Information
System (GIS), as typical applications are tied to a possible
large geographical area. Available maps, blue prints and ﬂoor
plans can serve as a backdrop to pin the location based
information to real-world coordinates and tie them to the
environment.
C. SITUATION AWARENESS
Most of the situation awareness literature concerns military
cases. The Joint Vision document from 2001 [6], highlights
the importance of information superiority throughout the
battleﬁeld. Situation awareness of individual soldiers is an
important issue, and different armies around the world are
developing their future soldier concepts. The target is to create
a soldier, who is not only a warrior, but also an active informa-
tion creator and consumer. The report [7], summarizes some
different programs. For example, the Future Soldier program
is an international endeavor, led by the USA, to create a
soldier of the 2030 [8]. An example of a networked system
of systems is the Future Combat Systems (FCS) which links
18 different systems into an operating entity [9].
The Common Operating Picture Software/Systems
(COPSS) for emergency management is presented in [10].
This system supports a four dimensional COP and focuses
on Shared Situation Awareness (SSA) and supports multiple
information sources. Research on a Small Unit Operations
Situations Awareness System (SUO SASS) is presented in
[11], which has similar aspects as the MUSAS, in terms of ad
hoc networks and location services focusing on soldiers. The
use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products in tactical
environments is studied in [12]. Especially, an implemen-
tation in Android environment, similar to the MUSAS, is
studied in [13].
D. SENSOR NETWORKS FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
There are numerous wireless sensor network solutions envi-
sioned for disaster and emergency situations where an infras-
tructure for data exchange is not readily available. In such
scenarios, a WSN can be deployed in ad hoc fashion and pro-
vide the means for information exchange and other sensing
purposes.
In disaster scenarios, scalable and heterogeneous net-
work solutions for situation management are required.
DistressNet [14] provides such a solution and it offers:
ad hoc wireless architectures for communication, data
exchange to improve situation awareness, and collabora-
tive acoustic sensing for human detection. The system
has also multiple solutions for localizing the nodes with
the purpose of topology-aware routing and congestion
control.
The VigilNet [15] system targets military surveillance,
exploiting sensor networks to track targets in areas of interest.
The authors consider the setup and operation requirements of
the network. In addition, the importance of node localization
is considered and Global Positioning System (GPS) is used to
fulﬁll the task. VigilNet targets long term operation and thus
energy constraints have an essential role in the system design.
On the contrary, the system presented in this paper is deployed
for short time intervals and therefore, energy consumption of
the nodes does not have to be considered in the system design.
Diamond and Ceruti [16] discuss a military COP model
and system architecture for modern warfare. The use of
commercial and COTS wireless devices, the diverse sens-
ing possibilities of the devices, and data fusion of different
information are seen as effective ways to improve situational
awareness for military purposes. Such augments in situational
awareness enable new combat paradigms for modern warfare.
In contrast to the hypothetical investigation of [16], an actual
implementation is presented in this paper.
E. MAPPING AND SEARCH-AND-RESCUE ROBOTICS
Reconnaissance and mapping of an unfamiliar area using
a mobile robot, discussed in more detail in Section III, is
indispensable, if it is unsafe for humans to enter. Mapping
is needed to be able to navigate, operate, and localize the
sensed information. The mapping of damaged buildings in
an earthquake situation using both ground and aerial robots is
presented by [17], where themapping results of several robots
are combined to produce a three dimensional map. Similar
robots could be integrated in the MUSAS, with the addition
of other subsystems, delivering various other information
sources, such as localization of people and objects.
An EC project, Building Presence through Localization
in Hybrid Telematic Systems (Pelote) [18], [19], studied the
control of a human-robot team in a ﬁre ﬁghting scenario.
The proposed solution consisted of a ﬁre-ﬁghter localization
system [20], teleoperated robots [21] and an information
fusion scheme to synthesize a common model from acquired
data. One of the key contributions of the project was that it
was experimentally shown that position information is crit-
ical in maintaining common situation awareness among the
distributed team.
Similar to the MUSAS, Pelote emphasizes the importance
of location based information. However, the MUSAS differs
from Pelote in that it does not assume a priori information
about the target environment. Furthermore, the MUSAS is
built upon wireless sensor networks, which extend the range
of applicable use case scenarios and enable new positioning
possibilities, such as non-cooperative device free localization
(DFL).
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The target of the MUSAS is to provide a common operational
picture for the command post, to the ﬁeld team and share it
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with the upper echelon. This is accomplished by combining
information from several different subsystems into a single
view. In this section, the general system design and compo-
nents of the implemented MUSAS is presented. This section
is concluded by a description on how the COP information
is distributed and presented to the user to aid in situation
awareness.
A. GENERAL SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A common operational picture is the visual representation of
the up-to-date state of the operation. In this case, focusing
on localization information of each entity. The COP includes,
but is not limited to, the positions of targets and ﬁeld team
members, and the status of individual assets with respect to a
common frame of reference, i.e. a map of the area.
To achieve a COP, information from several online local-
ization systems, backdrop information, such as geographi-
cal data and operative information, must be integrated and
distributed to all users, as summarized in Fig. 2. The COP
server forms the COP model based on inputs provided by all
subsystems, and it shares the resultant model with the upper
echelon and with the ﬁeld team using the operative sharing
subsystem. The backdrop information subsystem provides
basic information related to the operation and the environ-
ment. Based on the localization systems, online situation and
localization information are formed, and updated the COP
model to the current state of the situation. The operative
sharing subsystem allows transferring and displaying the
generated COP model to the ﬁeld team, and conveying status
updates from the ﬁeld team to the COP server. Similarly,
the upper echelon subsystem provides means for conveying
the COP model to the command post, and delivers executive
commands to the COP server.
B. INFORMATION SHARING AND INTEGRATION
The COP model must support integration of data gathered
from multiple sources. In the MUSAS, various types of
information are provided by different subsystems such as
mapping information from the robot, and position based
content from the team member and target localization sub-
systems as shown in Fig. 2. Transferring information from
FIGURE 2. General localization based common operational system
overview.
the individual subsystems to the COP server and sharing
the up-to-date COP model with the upper echelon and users
requires a sophisticated networking paradigm. The network-
ing demands can be conveniently fulﬁlled by abstracting the
network away and utilizing a distributed object system archi-
tecture. This solution abstracts the underlying technologies
to independent functional entities and the integration of the
subsystems is done by using a common data sharing frame-
work.
Interactions among distributed object systems is gener-
ally enabled by utilizing object-oriented middleware, such
as Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA),
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [22] and Internet Com-
munication Engine (ICE) [23]. Middleware, such as CORBA
and ICE simplify the development of a distributed system. In
addition, they allow independent development efforts of the
subsystems, as they support multitudes of operating systems
and programming languages.
Considering the diverse requirements of the MUSAS sub-
systems and the time constraints of data integration and
sharing, ICE emerges as the best alternative. This partic-
ular middleware architecture is augmented by several ser-
vices, including a publisher-subscriber topic based event dis-
tribution system called IceStorm. Using the IceStorm ser-
vice, information exchange among the subsystems can be
implemented as asynchronous event invocations in topic sub-
scribers. The COP server and subsystems are thus interfaced
by abstracted topics deﬁned in and managed by IceStorm.
A fundamental need for a system supporting spatial situ-
ation awareness is a subsystem for binding the information
from various sources to real world locations. Part of the
integration process is associating and combining the position
information from the individual localization subsystems to
geographic information. Geographic layers, such as maps and
blueprints, provide a global coordinate system for the various
subsystems. Thus, the location information of the subsystems
is inserted into the COP model and delivered to the users in
conjunction with the geographic information.
Geographic Information System is one of the well-studied
comprehensive solutions, which offers a closed infrastructure
and a variety of functions for this purpose. GIS provides
means to present the information in layers to aid visual
cognition. Further, GIS offers a framework for integrating
positioning information generated by the other localization
subsystems. By using this framework, the COP server is
able to increase the abstraction level of individual objects.
The information of individual subsystems is not anymore an
object with x- and y-coordinates that are bound to its local
coordinate system. Rather, it has a location based on real
world coordinates and a certain type, symbol and additional
information provided by the COP model.
C. SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES AND OPERATION
The selected technologies for each subsystem in the MUSAS
are depicted in Fig. 3, with brief motivation of the selections
in this subsection. Further details are given in Section IV.
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FIGURE 3. The MUSAS system implementation and the utilized
technologies.
A common operational picture requires an accurate and up-
to-date map of the operating environment, with a common
notion of reference and direction. Since, in most of the con-
sidered scenarios, this knowledge is not available a priori, a
mobile robot, which can generate the map while localizing
itself is the most suitable solution among the alternatives, as
demonstrated in Pelote [19]. Thus, in the MUSAS, a mobile
robot, which is capable of simultaneous localization andmap-
ping, is utilized to generate the map of the environment.
Wireless Sensor Networks can be successfully used to
measure spatially distributed data, as a large number of nodes
can be distributed in the area of interest. Therefore, an ad
hoc WSN is a suitable solution employed in the MUSAS,
where relying on existing infrastructure is not possible, due
to several reasons, such as damaged and potentially unreliable
existing systems.
The target and team localization subsystems aim at esti-
mating the location of assets in the monitored environment.
Despite the fact that both systems can be implemented based
on visual or radar sensors, the limitations imposed by the
cluttered environment and the cost, leverage radio based
localization systems. Therefore, the proposed system is built
on top of low-cost wireless networks.
An IEEE 802.15.4 network is employed for local-
izing non-cooperative targets using radio tomographic
imaging [24], [25]. The IEEE 802.15.4 nodes are localized
using the mobile robot to enable ad hoc deployment. The
robot is connected by a versatile multi-radio gateway to sup-
port remote operation. For localizing team members, wear-
able sensors based on IEEE 802.15.4a, time of ﬂight, and
inertial sensors are used. To share the COP information to the
users, an ad hoc IEEE 802.11a network is used. Gateways
for each network are connected together with a wired local
area Ethernet network and the ICEStorm publish-subscribe
service is used to pass information to the COP server and the
other subsystems.
The proposed solution is composed of different wireless
communication technologies, some of which may operate on
the same frequency band. Therefore, to not interfere with
one another, the medium access of these technologies must
either be synchronized, or they must be operated in non-
overlapping frequencies. In the proposed system, the latter is
mostly employed. Subsystem with overlapping frequencies,
communicates in turns.
Many of the localization subsystems utilize location infor-
mation from the other subsystems as depicted in Fig. 4. As
an example, radio tomographic imaging requires that the
location of the nodes are known. However, in most of the
considered use-case scenarios, the node locations are not
known a priori. One solution to this problem is to use the
robot as a mobile beacon to locate other nodes of the network
as described in Section IV-A. Another solution is to equip the
robot with a node deployment system and distribute the nodes
in desired positions as the robot explores the environment. It
is to be noted that these two solutions are not complementary
and can be used side by side. In the MUSAS, both options are
utilized.
FIGURE 4. Localization systems information flow.
D. COMMON OPERATIONAL PICTURE SERVER
The main task of the COP server is to produce the COP
model, which includes all information that is signiﬁcant for
supporting situation awareness. The COP server encapsulates
multiple functions, such as hosting relevant backdrop infor-
mation, geographical information system, as well as publish-
ing the formed COP. These entities are presented in Fig. 5,
which is a detail view of the COP server block in Fig. 2.
The COP server hosts also multiple services needed by the
system, such as information sharing and operative sharing
services. A command and control application is running as
a front end application for the COP server, which provides a
user interface for the command post operator.
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FIGURE 5. COP server framework.
E. PRESENTATION
The COP is presented to the mission leader and upper echelon
on a large group display, whereas the ﬁeld team members are
shown a scaled down version in a hand-held device. In either
case, a user can zoom in and inspect detailed information
associated with a region or object of interest.
The COP presented to the mission leader and the MUSAS
operator is shown in Fig. 6. In the depicted scenario, the
robot is heading forward in a corridor of an unknown build-
ing, simultaneously updating a SLAM generated map. The
MUSAS operator identiﬁes the blueprint of the environment
and marks it appropriately. The color of the rooms can
be changed according to the situation. Additionally, rooms,
objects and events can be marked with appropriate NATO
APP6B symbols and other polygon shapes, all referencing to
local coordinates or real world coordinates (MGRS,WGS84).
It is also possible to display the map partially transparent on
top of a satellite map, to match it with the surroundings. This
mode reveals shapes of the terrain and different targets such
as monuments hidden in a forest, improving the situational
perception.
The mobile application for the ﬁeld team members, shown
in Fig. 7, is created on anAndroid platform.Android is chosen
because it allows easy deployment on new devices using the
same operating system, and makes it possible to use a wide
range of COTS products. The application is designed to be
as simple as possible for a ﬁeld team member to perceive
the current operational picture. The hand-held application
contains only a selected set of features which are presented in
Table 1. Common use cases are moving the map, zooming the
map, and adding a new object. Every feature is available by
using only one hand, including opening the carrying pouch,
where it is attached on the torso of the ﬁeld team member.
F. OPERATIVE SHARING
Sharing the COP information to hand-helds of the ﬁeld team
members is accomplished by using a mobile IEEE 802.11a
(WLAN) based ad hoc capable, battery powered, access point
network. The network, depicted in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 3,
enables ﬂexible deployment and independence from external
infrastructure. No special conﬁguration is needed for the
network and it acts as a normal WLAN network for the hand-
held devices. The access point, pictured in Fig. 8(b), can
automatically connect and join to the existing network access
points in the ﬁeld. When deploying the system, it can be
placed anywhere, because it is battery driven. Furthermore,
FIGURE 6. Command and control server application user interface.
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FIGURE 7. Hand-held device graphical user interface for assisting in situation awareness of field team members.
to expand the coverage, existing access points can be moved
or new access points can be added.
III. ONLINE INFORMATION ACQUISITION USING A
MOBILE ROBOT
To operate in an unknown environment, reconnaissance
to collect data and map the area is necessary. The map
information, discovered objects, and other information are
localized to the local map coordinates and further to global
coordinates. For mapping and reconnaissance purposes, the
MUSAS uses a mobile robot with SLAM capabilities. In this
section, a short description of the mobile robot system is
presented. The system components required for control, and
how the location information provided by the robot is used in
the system, is described.
A. OVERVIEW
A mobile robot features many beneﬁts in the use cases of the
MUSAS.Most importantly, it can be deployed to gather infor-
mation about an unknown situation without risking human
lives and the robot is in a central role in creating a common
frame of reference for the system.
The remote-controlled robot, shown in Fig. 9, is used as an
exploring scout. The robot builds a metric map of the envi-
ronment while localizing itself against the map. The robot is a
tracked platform, weighting approximately 100kg and carries
along 100Ah of energy as well as sensors and sufﬁcient com-
putation power. Further details about the robotic system can
be found in [26]. In theMUSAS, a laser range ﬁnder and dead
reckoning for creating the map are used. A camera with a pan-
tilt-unit is provided for the teleoperator. In addition, the robot
is equipped with a communication subsystem, which enables
communication with the robot practically in all environments,
without the need for an existing infrastructure.
To build up the localization and sensing infrastructure,
treated in Section IV, the teleoperator can deploy wireless
sensors into strategic places in the environment, using a
wireless sensor node distribution subsystem integrated to the
robot. The node deployment is controlled over ICEStorm.
Whenever a node is deployed, the information, including
the known location of the deployed node, is published to
ICEStormwith a timestamp. Further, the robot communicates
with the rest of the wireless network, and localizes nodes with
unknown positions, deployed by other means, as explained in
Section IV-A.
B. COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL
The robot is controlled by teleoperating from the command
post. The laser range ﬁnder data, the image from the camera,
the calculated position and the constructed map of the area
is sent to the teleoperation station display shown in Fig. 10.
The calculated position of the robot and the constructed map
is distributed from the teleoperation station to the COP server
by using ICE, as shown in Fig. 3.
As a communication link between the robot and the
teleoperation station, two multi-interface routers are used.
The routers are especially designed for critical applications
where broadband and reliable connectivity and largest
possible coverage is needed. They have multiple dif-
ferent kinds of radio terminals, such as 3G HSPA,
CDMA450/2000, WiMAX, Wi-Fi, LTE, Flash-OFDM,
TETRA (Trans-European Trunked Radio, a radio speciﬁ-
cally designed for use by government agencies and emer-
gency services) or satellite, which can be used depend-
ing on the situation. The router monitors continuously all
installed Wide Area Network (WAN) radios and switches
to another radio if one fails or the quality of service is
below a user speciﬁed threshold. In addition, the routers
support virtual private networking, which enables secure
and seamless connection, independent of the used radio
technology.
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TABLE 1. Hand-held device functions.
FIGURE 8. Operative Sharing (a) connecting the COP server and the field team member hand-helds using an ad hoc WLAN. (b) WLAN access point with
batteries.
As a communication architecture, GIMnet [27], [28],
which is a service-based communication middleware for dis-
tributed robotic applications, is used. From an application
point-of-view, GIMnet provides a virtual private network
where all participating nodes may communicate point-to-
point using simple name designators for addressing. Using the
multi-interface routers and the communication architecture,
the system provides the possibility to seamlessly control the
robot from virtually any remote location. The setup is mostly
the same as in [29].
C. SIMULTANEOUS MAPPING AND TRACKING
Simultaneous localization and mapping, is a well-studied
ﬁeld, and there are several approaches for solving it
[30]–[32]. Here, the requirements are to map an arbitrary
environment in real time, without changing the frame-of-
reference during mapping. Because of these requirements,
the problem is approached using a grid-based mapping and
tracking (or Maximum Likelihood SLAM) method. The
approach incrementally builds an occupancy grid through
two steps: 1) Tracking, which maximizes the observation
likelihood given the map, and 2) mapping, which fuses
the observation with the map into the pose provided by
the tracking step. This approach does not employ a loop-
closing mechanism, and therefore is referred to as mapping
FIGURE 9. The mobile robot unit used for exploring, mapping and node
localization in the MUSAS.
and tracking, in order to distinguish it from a full SLAM
solution.
The mapping step is a trivial occupancy update step using
known pose and laser scanner data with a line model [33].
The tracking step uses a globally optimal search algorithm
introduced in [34] for ﬁnding the best pose in the map. The
search algorithm branches the pose space, with an objective
to minimize the point distance to occupied map cells. The
solution is bound by using an efﬁcient approximation of the
upper and lower bounds of the objective. The algorithm has
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FIGURE 10. Teleoperation view for mobile robot.
been shown to provide robust, sub-resolution pose estimates
even with very large search spaces [34] and being able to map
accurately even in the presence of large loops [29]. In this use-
case, the map is incrementally built, and thus the search space
is relatively small. The robot mapping and tracking inside the
target area is shown in Fig. 11(a).
Fig. 11(b) provides an example map from the test scenario.
The map is built in real-time by the robot and shows an
exploration through eight rooms. The map is published to
the other subsystems using ICEStorm as an image every
10 seconds. The map is then used in the command post
and overlaid with the a priori map and global geographical
information in the COP server. The map is also provided
to the robot operator in order to help in keeping spatially
oriented while driving the robot, as shown in Fig. 10. The
pose of the robot is published to ICEStorm continuously, for
the other subsystems, speciﬁcally the robot operator and the
node localization system.
IV. SYSTEMS FOR LOCALIZATION
Localization of wireless nodes in Wireless Sensor Networks
has been researched extensively, because in spatially dis-
tributed systems, sensor data is only meaningful if the loca-
tion of its origin is known. In theMUSAS, not only node loca-
tions are needed, but also locations of ﬁeld team members,
targets and other objects and events, as well as their posi-
tion in relation to a map. The following subsections brieﬂy
present the localization subsystems of the developedMUSAS
and explain their technical details and how they produce
the required localization information. The interactions of the
localization subsystems are described in Section II-C.
A. NODE CALIBRATION AND LOCALIZATION
Due to the ad hoc nature of emergency and rescue situations,
the localization systems used in the MUSAS cannot depend
on pre-installed infrastructure in the target site. Thus the
WSNs used have to be deployed ad hoc. In the most general
case, nodes will be placed in random or unknown positions.
Once the network has been deployed, the task is then to
FIGURE 11. (a) The robot in the test environment. (b) An example map
from the test scenario.
estimate the position of the nodes, such that the informa-
tion measured through their sensors can be associated to the
known locations.
There are many existing localization methods for
WSN [35]. In this work, a maximum likelihood (ML) algo-
rithm based on radial received signal strength (RSS)-distance
models is used. Using RSS as a primary source of information
for localization has advantages and drawbacks. First, the
circuitry to measure RSS is low-cost and most of the radio
chips on the market provide an RSS indicator. On the other
hand, RSS can be signiﬁcantly affected by obstacles, and
as a consequence, localization using RSS is known to be
considerably inaccurate in cluttered environments. However,
this sensitivity can be exploited to detect and track objects
or persons by monitoring changes in the RSS as is done in
Section IV-C. Thus, the same source of information can be
used to both locate nodes and track people.
In contrast to RSS-distance model based methods, time
based methods using radio signals, such as ultra wide band
radios, are less sensitive to the presence of obstacles and
gives more accurate position estimates [36]. However, they
require expensive circuitry to measure time. Additionally,
ranging using time based methods requires dedicated time
slots, which can be a limiting factor for tracking [37].
In order to effectively localize the nodes deployed in
unknown positions, the MUSAS uses the robot as a mobile
beacon. While the robot is exploring the environment, it
is communicating with the nodes of the WSN. The robot
position is known at all times, and therefore every RSS
measurement can be associated to a unique beacon position.
Each of the measurements can then be thought of as coming
from a ﬁxed beacon placed at the position of the robot at
the measurement instant [38]. The advantage of a moving
beacon with respect to a limited number of ﬁxed beacons,
is that the amount of measurements can be much larger and
richer, which allow the localization algorithms to produce
more accurate position estimates.
The performance of the localization algorithm depends
strongly on the ability of the model to make good predic-
tions of the RSS. In cluttered environments, the RSS can
vary signiﬁcantly, and thus the RSS is modeled as a random
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variable. Perhaps the most used RSS-distance model is the
log-normalmodel, which describes the RSS as a normally dis-
tributed variable with a mean, decaying proportionally to the
logarithm of the distance and with a variance characterizing
the variability of the observed RSS [39]. The decaying factor
and the standard deviation are well known to depend strongly
on the particular environment, and need thus to be estimated.
However, the local inhomogeneity of the environment and the
hardware differences among the nodes inﬂuence signiﬁcantly
the model parameters, which in turn have a strong negative
effect on the localization accuracy [40]. Thus, instead of using
one model for all the nodes, each node has its own model
whose parameters are tuned speciﬁcally for that node and the
environment.
Because the MUSAS is designed for ad hoc situations, it is
not possible to assume the availability of models calibrated a
priori or to calibrate the models before the operation. There-
fore, algorithms that calibrate the model simultaneously as
the node locations are being estimated are needed.
The problem of simultaneous node localization and model
parameter estimation can be posed using ML or least-squares
(LS) principles, leading in general to a nonlinear optimization
problem. The problem can then be solved using any stan-
dard nonlinear optimization techniques, such as grid based or
Newton-Raphson based. When using the log-normal model,
the dependency on the model parameters is linear. Recogniz-
ing that the ultimate goal is position estimation, the model
parameters can be seen as nuisance parameters, which can be
eliminated using the principle of separable least squares [41].
Thus, the search space is reduced to the coordinates of the
nodes.
Another conceptually simple approach for simultaneous
localization and model calibration is a recursion consisting of
2 steps: starting from an initial guess on themodel parameters,
ﬁrst estimate the positions of the nodes. Then, using the
estimated positions, re-estimate the model parameters, and
start the cycle again. This idea has been proposed in [42] using
ﬁxed beacons. In [38] the same principle is exploited using a
robot as amobile beacon to locate the nodes of aWSN in three
different environments. With the system used in the MUSAS,
a mode localization accuracy of 47 cmwas achieved in a large
uncluttered space and approximately 1 meter accuracy in a
semi-open lobby and a typical ofﬁce environment [38].
B. TEAM LOCALIZATION SYSTEM
During operation, it is beneﬁcial to know where own team
members are located at any given time. This information
can be used in operative planning and execution to increase
effectiveness and direct the operation where necessary. For
the MUSAS, a team localization system exploiting wearable
sensors is developed to produce location information of own
team members. In addition, the developed system also pro-
vides information about the physical state of the person who
is wearing the sensor.
Localization of people has been studied extensively,
and various different technologies have been proposed
[43]–[47]. Commercially ready solutions for outdoor local-
ization already exist such as GPS and GLONASS. On the
contrary, indoor localization is more challenging since line-
of-sight to GPS satellites is not available and readily available
solutions fulﬁlling the MUSAS requirements do not exist.
In most use-case scenarios of the MUSAS, the team oper-
ates both indoors and outdoors. Therefore, the proposed sys-
tem is designed to have a set of complementary position-
ing technologies that enable localization in versatile urban
environments.
The developed system is based on wearable wireless sensor
nodes, which are installed on the clothing and equipment
of the team members. Outdoors, the location estimates are
provided by GPS. Indoors, the localization is carried out
by exploiting either inertial navigation, radio based solu-
tions or both simultaneously. Physical conditionmonitoring is
FIGURE 12. (a) The architecture of the team localization system. (b) Wearable sensor node installation on a soldier.
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FIGURE 13. (a) Radio and (b) Inertial navigation in deployment environment.
implemented by an inertial based activity recognition algo-
rithm that is able to classify some common activities during
operation such as: walking, standing, ascending or descend-
ing stairs. The algorithm provides the general intensity level
of the current activity.
The team localization system, shown in Fig. 12(a), uses
inertial navigation and radio based ranging for localization
in indoor environments. Ranging is optional and utilized
only if radio positioning base stations are deployed in the
environment. Each wearable sensor node has an embed-
ded microcontroller based computing unit for running the
localization algorithms, radios for data transmission and
ranging, and an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) with a
3D gyroscope, magnetometer and acceleration sensors for
inertial navigation. The wearable sensors are installed on
the back of the person as shown in Fig. 12(b), the anten-
nas and IMU on the shoulders, and the acceleration sen-
sors are placed on the right and left boots. Nanotron 2.4
GHz, IEEE 802.15.4a short range radios are used for radio
based ranging and relative distance measurement between
team members. Wireless communication with the MUSAS
is performed using the RC232, 868 MHz RC1180HP long
range radios. The wearable sensors are described in more
detail in [48].
Inertial navigation of the system is based on estimating
the step length using acceleration data gathered from the
boots. This information is combined with heading informa-
tion provided by the gyroscope and magnetometer. Radio
based localization relies on time-of-ﬂight (TOF) based dis-
tance measurements to ﬁxed base stations, with known
locations.
Both localization methods have been implemented sep-
arately in the proposed system. The accuracy of the
radio-based localization system depends on the used position-
ing algorithm and the operating environment. Highest accu-
racy is achieved in unobstructed environments and in line-
of-sight conditions. The accuracy decreases in cluttered envi-
ronments where multipath propagation is common. Inertial
navigation is bound to drift during operation and needs regu-
lar position and heading corrections. Radio based positioning
does not drift, and in future developments, the inertial naviga-
tion drift will be compensated by data fusion algorithms tak-
ing beneﬁt of GPS or radio based positioning estimates, when
available.
Fig. 13 shows some test results gathered during the deploy-
ment. Using radio positioning, a test walking trip is done
near the walls inside a room approximately 90m2. The radio
positioning base stations are installed at the corners of the
room. The radio based system is capable of localizing a
person with an accuracy of 2 m. In the inertial navigation test,
a back and forth route was done in a corridor. In the activity
recognition test, a stair case was walked, ﬁrst downstairs and
returning back to the start position, as indicated in Fig. 14.
The activity recognition algorithm classiﬁes different types
of activities. The current type of activity is indicated in color
in the end user interface.
C. DEVICE FREE LOCALIZATION
The MUSAS requires localizing targets in the operation area,
rendering a need for utilizing a non-cooperative positioning
technology that can operate in various ambient conditions.
Device-free localization (DFL) is an emerging technology
based on RSS measurements of a dense wireless network.
DFL fulﬁlls the target localization requirements of the
MUSAS, since it is independent of ambient conditions such
as lighting, temperature, humidity, etc., it can operate in
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FIGURE 14. Activity recognition test results (green=level walk,
blue=descending the stairs, red=ascending the stairs).
obstructed environments, and it can be used in through-wall
scenarios. Most notably, this technology does not require that
the targets to be localized carry any device.
DFL is based on the fact that wireless communication is
affected by people [49], [50], which can be observed in RSS
measurements of low-cost wireless devices [51]. Generally,
a change in RSS is observed when the link line of two
communicating nodes is blocked. Further, the presence of a
person causes correlated changes in nearby links, enabling a
collaborative localization effort. Since the radio is used for
extracting localization information, these systems are referred
to as radio frequency (RF) sensor networks [52].
One approach to RSS-based DFL is to estimate the changes
in the propagation ﬁeld of the monitored area, and then
form an image of this ﬁeld, a process referred to as radio
tomographic imaging (RTI) [24], [25]. The formed image
can then be used to infer the locations of people within
the deployed wireless network as shown in Fig. 15(a). Use
cases of the MUSAS, set strict demands on the used wireless
sensor network and the RSS-based DFL system operation. In
the following, these demands are addressed and the applied
solutions introduced.
A network monitoring and management framework is
essential to manage a WSN as argued by Tolle et. al. [53].
In addition, numerous works have shown that the communi-
cation conditions vary signiﬁcantly over time [54], making
network management mandatory to ensure functionality in
the long-run. Network management serves two purposes in
RSS-based DFL: ﬁrst, the network can be conﬁgured easily,
reducing the deployment time; second, it offers the possibility
to adapt to changing communication conditions, for instance,
the network can change the frequency channel of operation
if needed. For these reasons, a network monitoring and man-
agement framework is designed and utilized for the purpose
of the MUSAS [55].
Similarly, as in the case of the node localization system,
the locations of the sensors and RSS-based DFL could be
calculated simultaneously as proposed in [56]. However,
the MUSAS, take advantage of the robot and the proposed
solutions in Section IV-A for obtaining the node locations,
and then performs DFL using the known positions of the
nodes.
Most RSS-based DFL algorithms require that the RSS
statistics are known when the link line is not obstructed by a
person. In the current case, there is no possibility for empty-
area calibration, thus the system must learn the RSS statistics
while running and adapt to the changing environment. Several
possibilities exist: ﬁrst, methods that do not require calibra-
tion could be applied [57]; second, online algorithms capable
of learning the RSS-statistics when the link is not affected by
a person could be used [58], [59]; or third, methods for online
calibration could be applied [60], [61]. Themethods proposed
in [61] are used in the MUSAS.
In an urban environment, it is not always possible to deploy
sensors inside the same space where the targets are located.
Therefore, through-wall localization capability is desired,
which is enabled by the RF-based approach. Previous DFL
attempts in through-wall scenarios have used variance-based
RTI (VRTI) [57], [62]. However, VRTI is not able to localize
a stationary target, since it is based on a windowed variance
of the RSS. Kernel distance-based RTI (KRTI) has been
demonstrated to localize both stationary and moving targets,
even through walls of a building [63]. In the MUSAS, the
algorithms presented in [64] are exploited, where a multi-
scale spatial model and a novel measurement model are
utilized. The results demonstrate high accuracy localization
(0.3 m) in a through-wall environment as shown in Fig. 15(b).
It is often required to localize and track multiple targets.
In [65]–[67], particle ﬁlters are used to track multiple targets
simultaneously. However, these works assume that the num-
ber of targets is known a priori and that the target trajectories
do not intersect. These systems struggle also in estimating
the locations in real-time, because of the complexity of par-
ticle ﬁlters. The above drawbacks are addressed in [68], in
which machine vision algorithms are adapted for the purpose
of imaging-based DFL, and exploited in the MUSAS. The
algorithms are able to estimate the number of people correctly
97% of the time. Furthermore, experiments demonstrate that
the system is capable of tracking up to four targets with
intersecting trajectories with an average error of 0.55 m or
lower in a cluttered indoor ofﬁce.
V. TEST DEPLOYMENT IN AN URBAN HOSTAGE
SITUATION
The implemented MUSAS system was tested, demonstrated
and evaluated in an urban military training facility at San-
tahamina, Finland, in November 2012 as described in this
section. The experiment was conducted in a testing yard,
consisting of a plywoodmaze for training troops in urban area
warfare. A platoon of soldiers, specialized in urban area war-
fare, served as a ﬁeld team and as hostile forces, targets. The
evaluation case was a hostage situation, where hostile forces
and hostages resided in an unknown indoor environment.
In this event, the system formed a COP using a mobile
robot, the device-free localization system, and the wearable
sensor nodes. The network was built and localized automat-
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FIGURE 15. (a) The estimated RF propagation field image. The estimated distribution coincides with the true location of the person (white cross).
(b) The position estimates obtained with RSS-based DFL in a through-wall scenario.
ically as the troops advanced inside the building. During
the test a WLAN infrastructure network of approximately
300 × 600 meters was achieved, including the interior of
the building, by using only four access points. The soldiers
were able to carry the hand-held devices and expand the
WLAN network when needed. The robot used two different
3G connections for the remote operator, to ensure connection
during the operation. 20 IEEE 802.15.4 sensor nodes where
used for DFL. The robot deployed 5 nodes inside the building
during the demonstration. Three team localization beacon
nodes were used to localize the ﬁeld team.
The indoor environment map was built online as the robot
mapped the building. TheMUSAS produced real-time results
and delivered information to the ﬁeld team, including the
map, the locations of individual solders and other localized
objects and relevant information. In the COP model, rooms
were colored red if hostile elements were in a room. After
the space was cleared out of danger, the color was changed to
green.
Attaching the mobile devices to the soldier’s equipment
and using it during action were evaluated. Two options were
studied: attachment to the left hand (for a right-handed user)
and to the upper left torso, using a speciﬁc pouch. The
ﬁrst impression was that the hand attachment was better,
but the torso attachment proved more reliable. The device is
vulnerable when used in the hand, consuming more of the
user’s attention and also possibly preventing other activities
during battle. The torso attachment is slightly more difﬁcult
to reach, but, on the other hand, the device is well pro-
tected and unobtrusive. After some training, the soldiers got
used to carrying and using the device attached to the torso.
Later, the mobile device will probably be developed to ﬁt
to this attachment more effectively. The soldiers also used
glows, specially designed for tactical use with touch screen
capability.
During the tests it was recognized that it is inconvenient
for the soldier to operate the hand-held device displaying the
COP when in action. For this reason, the device was only
used for supporting situation awareness, not for active use,
such asmarking discovered objects to the COPmodel. During
the tests, a short movie was shot [69], which explains the
operational concept of the MUSAS. The users gave good
feedback about the usability of the mobile devices and also
on the speed of the system. In further test the system can be
used to evaluate the use of a common operational picture for
situation awareness in critical tasks and operations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The presented framework provides a novel and scalable solu-
tion for creating, hosting and delivering a common oper-
ational picture in a multisensory environment focused on
localization and position based information in an urban envi-
ronment. The proposed system is demonstrated by the imple-
mented MUSAS and tested in a realistic urban environment
in a military hostage situation.
Compared to other similar systems, theMUSAS focuses on
multiple localization services and localized information pre-
sentation. The system can be deployed in search-and-rescue
and earthquake disaster situations tomap the environment and
localize people. It has also applications in police hostage sit-
uation, indoor ﬁre-ﬁghting scenarios and military operations.
The next step in research is to use a distributed server
architecture [70] and distributed computation, to increase
modularity and robustness of the overall system. TheMUSAS
has the architectural solutions which enable distribution of
vital services throughout the network and subsystems. Future
plans for development include also the implementation of a
3D environment model for localization, as well as improved
views for the Android devices.
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Abstract
Solar heat, already captured by vast asphalt ﬁelds in urban areas, provides a large potential energy
source. Solar irradiation, vertical soil temperature proﬁle, and heat ﬂow measurements reveal how
eﬃciently the irradiation was absorbed, where the heat is accumulated, and how large a proportion
of the energy is radiated back to the atmosphere during the night. In this study, those variables were
studied by long term measurements in an open-air platform. To compensate for night time heat
loss the soil-accumulated heat could be harvested during the sunny daytime periods and delivered
to deeper layers beneath the surface for seasonal storage. A cumulative heat ﬂow over one year,
from asphalt to the ground was 70% of the cumulative irradiance measured during the same period.
However, due to the night time heat losses, the net heat ﬂow during 5 days period was only 18%
of the irradiance in spring and negative during autumn, when the soil is cooling. Certain adaptive
heat transfer and storage mechanisms could be used to minimize the loss and turn the asphalt layer
to an eﬃcient solar heat collector connected with a seasonal storage system.
Keywords: asphalt solar collector, solar energy harvesting, heat ﬂux, distributed temperature
sensing, renewable energy, soil temperature proﬁle
1. Introduction
Today‘s society is obliged to search for new low carbon energy sources to ﬁght against global
climate change. In cold-climate regions, fossil fuels are often used for producing the heat needed.
Solar energy, which is one of the most important inexhaustible sustainable energy sources, can be
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harvested using heat collectors or solar panels. Solar heat is renewable and therefore can potentially
reduce dependency on fossil fuels, but solar radiation is most easily received during the summer
when the need for heat is minimal. In addition, after sunset, the high surface temperatures degrade
exponentially with a time constant of a few hours due to the heat ﬂowing back into the atmosphere.
The accumulation of the daily gains or losses in terms of solar energy leads to small temperature
increases in the deeper layers of the soil, creating long-term warming or cooling of the soil [1, 2]. A
diurnal and/or seasonal storage is necessary for a solar heating system in cold climate region.
The simple systems are operating without heat pumps, only solar collectors and panels are
connected with seasonal heat storage [3]. Solar heat collectors, together with heat pumps and
seasonal heat storage systems, are frequently used in heating real estate, industrial buildings, and
greenhouses [4, 5]. Drake Landing Solar Community in Canada has experience in the harvesting
and storing of solar energy [6]. In Drake Landing, 52 detached houses are heated using 2293 m2
of ﬂat plate solar collectors. The storage area used for seasonal storage consisted of 144 boreholes,
each being the depth of 35 m. The temperature of the Borehole Thermal Energy Storage system
(BTES) reached above 65◦C in summer after three years of operation, and the temperature dropped
nearly 40◦C during the winter [7, 8]. Experimental measurements and a Comsol simulation model
of heat energy from solar collectors injected in the ground heat storage was studied also by Haq
and Hiltunen [9]. The theories and models used by Haq and Hiltunen can be used to optimize
the parameters of the asphalt heat collection and seasonal storage system. In addition to collect
heat from the hot asphalt layers, the possibilities of using the temperature diﬀerences for electricity
production, are studied by Kisgyo¨rgy et al. [10] and Datta et al. [11]. The temperature diﬀerences
in the ground and the eﬃciency of the thermoelectric devices are low, and therefore the power
produced is rather modest, but for example for communication devices it can be high enough.
The ﬂat plate solar heat collectors form a considerable amount of the costs of the solar heating
system. Urban structures, such as asphalt layers, pavements and buildings, can eﬀectively collect
and store solar heating, participating in the formation of the urban heat island (UHI) eﬀect [12,
13, 14]. Asphalt pavements equipped with liquid heat transfer mechanism, so-called hydronic
asphalt pavements (HAP), can be used for harvesting solar energy, in addition to conventional
solar collectors. By collecting excessive heat from asphalt pavements in summer to BTES, the
HAP systems can also mitigate the UHI eﬀect [15]. The focus of this research is to ﬁnd out if
asphalt layers, abundant in urban areas, could replace ﬂat plate heat collectors to reduce the costs
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of solar heating systems. Previous research on asphalt heat collection is also reviewed by Bobes-
Jesus et al. in [16]. According to the review, asphalt heat collectors may be competitive, because
they are cheaper than conventional solar heat collectors and the area occupied by the collectors can
be used also for other purposes. The review concludes that more research is needed in larger samples
in realistic weather conditions since existing research is often performed in laboratory conditions
and small areas. Some temperature-proﬁle measurements indicate that soil temperatures can be
above 30◦C in the surface layer and up to 1 m deep in latitudes near 40-51◦N. Pavement heating
systems were tested in an experimental study in Tianjin, China [17], where the heat absorbtivity
of the pavement was 37% and the total storage eﬀectiveness was 17%. The researchers observed
that the maximum temperature of the pavement was below 60◦C on the surface and about 47◦C at
10 cm depth. These temperatures are lower than those from actual solar collectors, so heat pumps
may be needed to eﬃciently utilize the heat resources.
The laboratory experiments carried out before this study indicated that dark asphalt is eﬃcient
in absorbing solar irradiance and conducting heat to the soil [18]. In this research, the thermal
behavior of commonly used asphalt paved soil structures, e.g. parking space is studied in high lati-
tudes above 63◦N, which is much farther North than the previous research projects and simulations
cited above. The measurement ﬁeld was planned and implemented in order to benchmark the heat
ﬂow and the absorptivity of the asphalt layer at diﬀerent depths without heat collectors.
2. Materials and Methods
The measurements were obtained by three main sources: 1) a pyranometer, 2) a heat ﬂux plate,
and 3) a Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) system. Combining these three independent
methods makes the results more reliable and trustworthy.
2.1. Pyranometer measurements
In this research solar irradiance is measured by using a Hukseﬂux LP02-TR (Hukseﬂux Inc,
the Netherlands) pyranometer, and those values were sampled using a DataTaker - data logger
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc Australia Pty Ltd) in 10 second time intervals. The data was logged with
a timestamp and stored for analysis. The calibration uncertainty of the pyranometer is less than
1.8%.
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2.2. Heat Flux Measurements on the Asphalt Surface
The heat ﬂux data was collected using a Hukseﬂux heat ﬂux plate HFP01-15 (Hukseﬂux Inc,
the Netherlands) buried 5 cm below the asphalt surface. This sensor plate generates a small analog
output voltage proportional to the net heat ﬂux passing through it. The heat ﬂux towards the
ground is interpreted as positive and the heat ﬂow from the ground to the surface is interpreted
as negative. The aim of taking the heat ﬂux measurements was to quantify the net energy from
solar radiation absorbed by the asphalt during the day and the amount of heat released back to the
atmosphere during the night. These energy ﬂows depend on multiple factors, such as irradiance,
air temperature, weather, and current soil temperature [19]. The uncertainty of calibration is ±3%.
A data collection system was developed for reading, transferring, and storing the ground heat
ﬂux plate data. This system consisted of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a wireless sensor
platform, a wireless gateway, and an embedded PC. The analog voltage provided by the sensor was
digitized by an ADC and the wireless sensor platform sampled the value every 10 seconds and sent
the value to the wireless gateway platform located inside the building. The wireless gateway was
connected to the embedded PC, which stores the data on the hard drive. During the data collection
period the measurement devices faced cold temperatures as low as −30 ◦C and continued operating.
Figure 1: Installation of heat ﬂux plate ”Hukseﬂux”.
The collected data was analyzed using the mathematical computing software MATLAB (The
MathWorks Inc, Massachusetts, USA) to extract information about the net ﬂux of the heat depend-
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Figure 2: Heat ﬂux data collection site.
Wireless Sensor
Platform
Wireless Gateway 
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Heat Flux Plate
(Underground)
Embedded 
Linux PC
Figure 3: Network structure for heat ﬂux sensor data collection.
ing on the meteorological conditions of the season and the time of day. Statistical computations
were used to make estimations of future heat transfers.
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2.3. Underground Temperature Measurements
The Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) method is used to measure the temperatures in
soil layers under the asphalt pavement. This method is based on optical light scattering in ﬁber
[20]. Short pulses of laser light are sent to the optical ﬁber by the DTS measurement device. Part
of the incident light pulse is scattered by elastic–or Raman–scattering while it moves along the core
of the ﬁber. The properties of the scattered light are acquired by the DTS measurement device,
which then estimates the temperature based on the temperature dependent part of elastic scattering
[21, 22]. An optical ﬁber, therefore, can be used as a linear sensor, observing the temperatures along
the ﬁber even with 1 m spatial resolution.
A measurement ﬁber was installed under the asphalt in order to measure soil temperatures
from the depth of 50 cm down to 10 m at the same time. Temperatures under the asphalt layer
were acquired by a DTS device (Oryx DTS, Sensornet Ltd, Hertfordshire, UK) once or twice per
month, depending on the season. These measurements were made on site using special instruments
in addition to the meteorological data. The accuracy of the DTS device is +/- 0.5 ◦C.
The structure of an asphalt-paved parking lot is shown in Figure 4. The thickness of the asphalt
layer is between 7–10 cm, the gravel and sand layer is about 60 cm, and the clay layer lies beneath
those.
3. Calculation
The pyranometer and the heat ﬂux plate data were used for estimating the absorption eﬃciency
of the asphalt layer. Changes in the underground temperatures were acquired using the DTS
measurement method, and they are relational to the integral sum of the net heat ﬂows.
3.1. Analyzing Pyranometer and Heat Flux Data
As an example of daily data analysis, Figure 5 represents the measured solar irradiance and
heat ﬂux data on the 23rd of April.
The solar irradiance measured by the pyranometer is always positive since it represents the solar
energy received as watts per square meter. The data shown in Figure 5 spans from 00:00 until 23:59.
The sunlight on the 23rd of April 2015 started at 3:30 due to the northern latitude of Finland and
lasted until 17:00, having a peak of 900 w/m2 at 11:00. The data was sampled every 10 seconds
and included relatively large and fast ﬂuctuations due to cloud shadows and reﬂections.
6
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Figure 4: Soil layers under the asphalt in the measurement ﬁeld.
Figure 5 also represents the net heat ﬂux through the asphalt surface for the same day. Heat
ﬂux can have negative values when the heat is dissipated back onto the surface from the ground.
The ﬁgure shows that the solar irradiance induces a positive heat ﬂux towards the ground, whereas
the heat ﬂow becomes negative when the irradiance is close to zero. The solar irradiance must
be greater than the heat loss to achieve positive heat ﬂow. The heat loss depends on the soil
temperature, air temperature, and weather conditions. The heat loss is relatively small in spring
when the soil is still cool and relatively high in autumn when the soil is warm. Although the peak
heat ﬂow is 700 W/m2, the average heat ﬂux, Φ, for the given day was only 14 W/m2. The average
heat loss was approximately 130 W/m2.
The ratio of the incoming solar radiance leading to a heat ﬂow under the asphalt can be used
7
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Figure 5: Solar irradiance, Ee(t) (pyranometer) and heat ﬂux under the asphalt Φ(t) (heat ﬂux plate) for the 23rd
of April 2015. The cumulative positive heat ﬂow towards the ground and the net heat ﬂow are 60 % and 5.9 %
respectively.
as a measure of the eﬃciency of the asphalt layer as a heat collector. The daily average absorption
ratio, σ, for the given day was calculated by integrating the solar irradiance, Ee, and heat ﬂow, Φ
over a 24 hours period, as follows:
σ =
(1/T )
∫
t∈T Φ(t)dt
(1/T )
∫
t∈T Ee(t)dt
=
Φ
Ee
(1)
This formula applied for the 23th of April gives the following result:
σ =
14 W/m2
230 W/m2
= 5.9%, (2)
The net heat ﬂow is rather small due to high negative ﬂow during the night. The escape of the
heat can be eliminated by cooling the soil surface temperature below the ambient temperature, by
transferring the heat away from the surface. This can be achieved by liquid circulation possibly
assisted by heat pumps. Heat escape can be reduced also by many other technical means, such as
by selecting optimal materials in diﬀerent soil layers, or by using an insulating cover during the
night. The full potential of the asphalt layer can be estimated by calculating the absorption ratio
8
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in an optimal case where the nighttime heat loss was totally eliminated by accumulating only the
positive heat ﬂow. The absorption ratio of this optimal case, σp, is:
σp =
139 W/m2
230 W/m2
= 60%, (3)
These absorption ratios describe how a large proportion of the solar energy ﬂows to deeper layers
of the soil on the given day. As expected, the soil warms up in April, which is usually a spring day
in the northern hemisphere. The asphalt was heated at the rate of 139 W/m2 during the day, since
60 % of the irradiance is deposited in the ground but most of the heat evaporated during the night,
and the net heating eﬀect is only 14 W/m2, which is only 5.9 % of the original solar irradiance.
3.2. Temperature Distribution Measurements Using DTS
Using the DTS system, temperatures were measured periodically at certain depths. These
measurements helped to analyze how the temperature below the surface is distributed. The selected
measurement depths in this research are 0.5 m, 1 m, 1.5 m, 3 m, 5 m, and 10 m. Measurements for
a period of one year are represented in Figure 6.
Figure 7 represents the temperature changes of the upper layers of the ground from the surface
down to 10 m. The data acquired from the DTS system clearly indicates that the higher layers of
the soil react to temperature changes faster than the deeper layers. The curves for July and October
show that the upper layers have already cooled down in October, but the temperatures of depths
below 4 m tend to stay steady. The curves for October and December show that while higher layers
keep cooling down, the temperature of deeper layers also drop. After the snow melts in April, the
temperature of the highest layer begins to increase but the deeper layers are not aﬀected. During
May and the following months of summer, the temperatures continue to increase. Deeper layers
are always more steady than the surface and absorb or release heat much slower.
When fast temperature increase occurs on the higher layers, some thermal energy can be deliv-
ered to the deeper layers to be stored.
3.3. Relation between the cumulative heat ﬂow and soil temperature
The soil temperature, T , is directly proportional to the heat, Q, deposited in the soil since
Q = cmΔT , where m is the mass of the volume unit of soil and c is the speciﬁc heat capacity of the
soil. Since the heat, Q, is an integral of heat ﬂow, Φ, in time, the following equation is obtained:
9
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Figure 6: Seasonal soil temperatures according to the DTS measurements
∫ t
o
(Φnet)dt = c mΔT, (4)
where Φnet is the net heat ﬂow into the unit of soil in a certain depth. This equation shows
the dependency between soil temperature and heat ﬂow. Figure 7 shows an estimate of the soil
temperatures in diﬀerent depths as a function of time. The temperature change near the surface is
positive between April and August and negative from the beginning of August to the beginning of
March. The deeper layers of soil keep the temperature longer than the surface layer and therefore
the cumulative heat begins decreasing in the middle of October.
Figure 8 shows the solar irradiation and the cumulative heat ﬂow from asphalt to the deeper
soil layers. In addition to showing the net heat ﬂow, the negative and positive parts of the heat
ﬂow are also integrated separately to obtain a better understanding of the ﬂow. The cumulative
10
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Figure 7: Soil temperatures measured at diﬀerent depths (0.5 m, 1.0 m, ..., 10 m) and the weighted average temper-
ature of the whole 10 m deep layer.
net ﬂow and the temperature of the soil are increasing until the 26th of September, when the
cumulative irradiance is 870 kWh/m2; cumulative positive, negative, and net ﬂows are 610 kWh/m2,
460 kWh/m2 and 150 kWh/m2, respectively. The positive, negative, and net ﬂows correspond to
70%, 53% and 17%, respectively, of the cumulative solar irradiance.
Figures 7 and 8 are not directly comparable since they contain measurements taken in diﬀerent
years, but the overall trends are quite similar. The heat ﬂow through the asphalt layer is not
directly relational with the temperature of the surface layer due to the internal heat ﬂows in soil
driven by a temperature gradient. Better conformance is obtained by comparing the cumulative
heat ﬂow with the average temperature through all soil layers, shown by the black line in Figure 7.
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Figure 8: Hourly integrated cumulative irradiance and cumulative heat ﬂows under the asphalt layer over an annual
cycle. The net ﬂow consists of the cumulative hourly positive ﬂow into the ground and the cumulative hourly negative
ﬂow escaping from the ground. After the warming period, in 26th of September the positive ﬂow is about 70% of
the solar irradiance and the net ﬂow is only about 17% of it.
4. Results and discussion
The data collected in this research, makes it possible to analyze the performance of the asphalt
as a heat collection system during any time period of the year. Selected periods of ﬁve days from
every season of the year were analyzed and are represented in this section.
First, we can take a look at the temperature gradients in the soil layers. When heat is collected
by the asphalt layer, the temperature rises, causing a temperature gradient that drives a heat ﬂow
through the soil, according to Fourier’s law. Φ = −k∇T , where k is the thermal conductivity.
The temperature distributions shown in Figure 6 reveal a high gradient in the topmost gravel layer
and a more gentle sloping gradient in the next clay layer; there is an even smaller gradient in the
12
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Figure 9: Instantaneous solar irradiation and heat ﬂux from 26 Sep to 01 Oct 2014 (autumn) and estimated average
values.
bedrock, implying that the bedrock has the highest conductivity and the gravel layer the lowest.
The same observation was seen in the preceding laboratory measurements as well, as reported in
[18]. This structure is designed for preventing ground frosting during winters, but not desirable for
storing solar heat. We found that the heat ﬂowing through the asphalt is not eﬃciently distributed
in the bigger soil volume, but stays too long in the surface layer and is therefore easily dissipated
back to the atmosphere during the night. The ground structure could be optimized by increasing
the conductivity of the surface by changing the materials or by irrigation.
Figures (7 - 8) indicate that the net heat ﬂow becomes positive during March or April, depending
on the year, and turns back to negative in September or October. The surface reaches its peak
temperature at the end of July but remains warm enough to continue driving positive net heat ﬂow
13
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Figure 10: Instantaneous solar irradiation and heat ﬂux from 24 to 29 Jan 2015 (winter) and estimated average values.
Both irradiance and heat ﬂux are negligible and heat ﬂux is more dependent on the temperature than irradiance.
to the ground until 26th of September. The average net heat ﬂow is less than 15% of the available
irradiance due to the nighttime heat losses, while the average positive heat is 64% of the irradiance.
This positive heat ﬂow could be more eﬃciently utilized by reducing nighttime losses, which were,
according to Table (1), 3/4 of the positive heat ﬂux during spring and summer, and even higher
during autumn.
Figures (9 - 12) illustrate the instantaneous balance during 5 days periods of heat ﬂow and
irradiance in four diﬀerent seasons. The data shown in the ﬁgures is summarized in Table (1). Heat
ﬂux value for autumn is negative because the soil is still warm but is cooling down continuously.
In winter, the positive heat ﬂux is small, depending more on the air temperature than negligible
irradiance, and losses are small due to the annual soil temperature minimum and the insulating
14
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Figure 11: Instantaneous solar irradiation and heat ﬂux from 20 to 25 Apr 2015 (spring) and estimated average
values.
snow cover. The soil starts warming quickly during spring when the irradiance is increasing but the
soil temperature is still low, keeping losses small. Solar irradiance is strongest during the summer,
but the net heat ﬂux is not very strong because the soil is already warm and the losses are also
high.
Because heat loss due to radiation and convection also occur during daylight, the positive heat
ﬂow could be further improved by lowering the temperature of the surface during daylight hours;
for example, by collecting and transferring the heat to seasonal storage. This would allow the
utilization of this urban renewable energy even in cold climate regions. Further research is needed
to ﬁnd the full potential of the asphalt heat collection and storage system.
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Figure 12: Instantaneous solar irradiation and heat ﬂux from 15 to 20 Jun 2015 (summer) and estimated average
values.
Table 1: Average solar irradiance, heat ﬂux and absorption ratios over ﬁve day periods in all seasons. The ﬁrst
three rows represent the average net heat collection values over the whole period and the next two rows represent
the corresponding values for positive vlues.
Parameter Autumn Winter Spring Summer Year
Average solar irradiance Ee 92 W/m
2 11 W/m2 230 W/m2 260 W/m2 110 W/m2
Average net heat ﬂux Φ -28 W/m2 -1.9 W/m2 42 W/m2 8.4 W/m2 9.5 W/m2
Absorption ratio σ -30 % -18 % 18 % 3.3 % 8.9 %
Average positive heat ﬂux Φp 60 W/m
2 16 W/m2 150 W/m2 140 W/m2 73 W/m2
Absorption ratio, positive ﬂux σp 65 % 150 % 67 % 53 % 70 %
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Some unexpected environmental factors occurred while taking the measurements, such as shad-
ows of cars parking over the measurement area. The long time needed to take the measurements
also caused some interruption in data acquisition. These interruptions were mainly caused by bat-
tery depletion, software resets due to power shortages, and other unknown reasons. In the future,
these losses could be estimated and compensated for using Kalman ﬁlters and other estimation
methods.
5. Conclusions
In this research, three independent methods were used to measure the solar irradiance, heat
ﬂux, and soil temperature, to explain the behavior of the asphalt layer of pavement for collecting
solar heat. The measurements revealed that the current eﬃciency of asphalt pavement in absorbing
solar irradiation during the soil warming period between 1st of January and 26th of September is
about 17%. If the nighttime escape of heat can be eliminated by covering the asphalt ﬁeld with
insulating cover during the night or by transferring the heat away from the surface, the eﬃciency
could be up to 70% in the same time period. The cumulative irradiance, net heat ﬂow and positive
heat ﬂow in the asphalt ﬁeld during the soil warming period were 870 kWh/m2, 150 kWh/m2 and
610 kWh/m2, respectively. Cumulative irradiance, net heat ﬂow and positive heat ﬂow during the
whole year are 930 kWh/m2, 83 kWh/m2 and 670 kWh/m2, respectively. These results imply
that the asphalt layer could potentially collect up to 670 kWh/m2, provided that the losses can be
properly handled.
The temperature of the surface layer is relatively low, exceeding +20◦C in half meter depth only
in the middle of the summer. The temperature of the heat collection liquid usually needs to be
elevated using heat pumps before it can be used for heating purposes. In some applications, such
as melting the snow on the asphalt ﬁeld, it could be used without heat pumps. The temperature
of the surface is probably higher in summer closer to the surface, but these temperatures were not
covered by current data.
DTS measurements show that the annual changes in the soil temperature, caused by the solar
radiation, mostly occur within the ﬁrst 10 m below the ground level.
In this research, the heat collecting properties of the existing asphalt ﬁelds were analyzed and
some suggestions for improving the collection eﬃciency were made. Further research using thermal
simulations and experiments are needed to study how much the active and passive heat transfer
17
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mechanisms, like under asphalt soil structures, could improve the net heat collection eﬃciency in a
practical case.
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